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Abstract 

 

Deployment of floating solar technologies has gained traction over the last few 

years. Regions facing drought and water scarcity in particular might benefit from such 

technologies, such as California and neighboring states. This study aimed to find the 

financial benefit of utilizing floating solar technology on a hydropower reservoir.  

The Penman formula was used to create an evaporation model using temperature, 

wind, and irradiation data, which were imported from recorded meteorological stations. 

This model was implemented on MATLAB and used to quantify the water saving 

potential for an area of 100,000m2 for a proposed 10 MWp floating photovoltaic system 

on the San Vicente Reservoir in San Diego. A solar model was created with PVSyst, 

using synthetically generated temperature, wind, and irradiation data. The hourly 

production output was simulated over a project lifespan of 25 years and included 

standard degradation and losses.  

Hourly (node) electricity prices from the California Independent System Operator 

(CAISO) were then used along with the hourly electricity production from PVSyst to 

estimate a yearly electricity revenue. Similarly, annual water savings from the 

evaporation model were used along with average water supply rates from the San Diego 

Public Utility Authority to calculate yearly water savings revenue. The evaporation 

model was validated against monthly evapotranspiration data (after conversion of the 

modeled evaporation rate into an evapotranspiration rate). The synthetically generated 

temperature was also validated by comparing it to recorded meteorological data. 

The total CAPEX and OPEX of the project were estimated, and the project 

lifetime analysis showed a negative Net Present Value of $1.1m (USD). Sensitivity 

analyses were performed with discount rate, electricity pricing, and water pricing. 

Future studies could explore the tax credit and concessions as well as the potential of 

battery/pump storage to offset the price fluctuations during the course of a day. More 

accurate CAPEX and OPEX models may lead to a positive NPV. 
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Rannsókn á vatnssparnaðarmöguleikum og 

raforkuframleiðslu með því að nota fljótandi ljósvökva á 

San Vicente lóninu, Kaliforníu 
 

Keith Marc Pacelli Gonsalves 

Janúar 2022 

Ágrip 

Innleiðing fljótandi sólartækni hefur rutt sér til rúms undanfarin ár. Sérstaklega gætu 

svæði sem standa frammi fyrir þurrka og vatnsskorti notið góðs af slíkri tækni, eins 

og Kalifornía og nágrannaríkin. Þessi rannsókn miðar að því að finna fjárhagslegan 

ávinning af því að nýta fljótandi sólartækni á vatnsaflslóni. 

 

Penman formúlan var notuð til að búa til uppgufunarlíkan með því að nota hita-, vind- 

og geislunargögn, sem voru flutt inn frá skráðum veðurstöðvum. Þetta líkan var útfært 

á MATLAB og notað til að mæla vatnssparnaðarmöguleika fyrir svæði sem er 

100.000 m2 fyrir fyrirhugað 10 MWp fljótandi ljósakerfi á San Vicente lóninu í San 

Diego. Sólarlíkan var búið til með PVSyst, með tilbúnum gögnum um hitastig, vind 

og geislun. Framleiðsluframleiðsla á klukkutíma fresti var hermuð yfir 25 ára líftíma 

verkefnisins og innihélt staðlað niðurbrot og tap. 

 

Raforkuverð á klukkustund (hnút) frá óháða kerfisstjóra í Kaliforníu (CAISO) var 

síðan notað ásamt tímabundna raforkuframleiðslu frá PVSyst til að áætla árlega 

raforkutekjur. Á sama hátt var árlegur vatnssparnaður frá uppgufunarlíkaninu notaður 

ásamt meðalvatnsveitu frá San Diego Public Utility Authority til að reikna út árlega 

vatnssparnaðartekjur. Uppgufunarlíkanið var fullgilt á móti mánaðarlegum 

uppgufunargögnum (eftir að reiknuð uppgufunarhraða var breytt í uppgufunarhraða). 

Tilbúna hitastigið var staðfest með því að bera það saman við skráð verður gögn. 

 

Heildar CAPEX og OPEX verkefnisins voru könnuð og líftímagreining verkefnisins 

sýndi neikvætt hreint núvirði upp á $1,1 milljón (USD). Næmnigreining var 

framkvæmd fyrir ávöxtunarhlutfall, raforkuverð og vatnsverð. Framtíðarrannsóknir 

gætu kannað skattafslátt og ívilnanir sem og möguleika rafhlöðu/dælugeymslu til að 

vega upp á móti verðsveiflum yfir daginn. Nákvæmari CAPEX og OPEX líkön geta 

leitt til jákvæðs NPV. 
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Chapter 1 

1Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

The balance of energy equity, energy security and environmental sustainability 

together form the energy trilemma that nations today must address [1]. Being able to switch 

to clean energy sources on a global scale, while maintaining sufficient electricity supply will 

be challenging, but possible [2]. Intermittency related to renewable energy sources require 

capacity mechanisms to be in place to provide a reserve. Energy equity relates to the 

affordability and reliability of a country's energy supply, while energy security relates to the 

resilience of a country’s energy supply during unforeseen circumstances. This primarily 

pertains to any outages or periods of heavy demand. Lastly, environmental sustainability 

relates to a country’s ability to provide energy while doing so in a way that does not 

contribute to climate change, or the degradation of the environment over the medium and 

long term. While traditional capacity mechanisms meant utilizing coal and gas plants, the 

ever-decreasing cost of renewables mean that countries can now add spare sustainable 

energy to their energy mix.  

In the State of California, aside from a stressed grid network, a threat of water scarcity 

looms [3]. In the last decade, California found itself in a persistent drought, which stressed 

both the water consumption, as well as the electricity consumption due to reduced 

hydropower production. As the state enjoys a large amount of sunlight, plans to increase 

solar power capacity are underway [4]. However, Solar Power Plants require large surface 

areas, which prove problematic in the densely populated cities, and placing them further 

away from these cities would mean additional grid connections, which require larger 

financial investment [5].  

1.2 Approach and Objective 

 

This paper will explore the utilization of unused area atop hydropower reservoirs for 

a floating photovoltaic (FPV) installation, focusing on quantifying the water savings. It will 

be divided into three parts: 

• The evaporation model: Using MATLAB, this segment will cover the potential 

water saved in the selected site using historic data. The model will estimate the 

mitigated evaporation rate for utilized reservoir surface area. 

• The PV (Photovoltaic) model: Using PVSyst, a model will attempt to estimate 

the power output for a FPV project for a year. Both the PV and evaporation 

model will simulate outputs for the same using the same or comparable 

meteorological data.  

• The economic model: Using water supply pricing data to quantify the water 

saving benefit from the evaporation model, combined with an hourly pricing 
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of electricity matched with the corresponding value for the electricity 

production from the PV model will attempt to present a total net present value 

(NPV) of the project. 

 

PV projects have different methods and types of installations, which include ground 

mounted, roof mounted, floating, etc. each with unique characteristics. This paper will focus 

on FPV installations in hydroelectric reservoirs. The water saving potential and the electrical 

production from a simulated PV power plant will also be explored. 

The research objective is to ascertain if the water saving potential and electrical 

production can help with water resource management in regions commonly afflicted with 

droughts and water shortages. 

1.3 Brief history of Solar Energy 

Global energy consumption has steadily increased throughout human history, with 

economic development and growing population being the driving factors. During the period 

of 1965 to 2013, the annual energy consumption grew at an average rate of 2.6%. In the 

same period, per capita consumption grew by 0.4% on average annually [6]. With this 

constant increase in demand, an equal increase in supply is required and traditional sources 

like coal and oil have long been a reliable source for the world’s energy needs. However the 

utilization of these fossil fuels have been documented to have various negative impacts on 

the environment [7]. Sustainable energy sources such as wind, hydroelectric and solar 

radiation have since been utilized to tackle this problem. Wind and Hydroelectric power in 

particular have been harnessed for many centuries and are considered mature technologies, 

while solar has seen a more recent emergence and penetration into the sustainable energy 

mix. 

The first solar cell had only been developed in 1954 and had an efficiency of 6%. The 

reason for PVs late development stemmed from a lack of technological advancement at the 

time. This was partially due to its intricate electronic parts (when compared to a mechanical 

windmill or waterwheel), and partially due to the high levelized cost of electricity (LCOE), 

making it unfeasible for large scale generation use. Since then, however solar has seen 

development resulting in both, an increase in efficiency as well as a decrease in costs [8][9]. 

These can be attributed to reduction in costs of fabrication and principle raw material, 

improvements in technology, economies of scale, and increased investment at an industry 

level. There has also been an increase of manufacturing entities in China, as initially the 

USA was the main manufacturer of PV technology [10]. Additionally, compared to other 

sources like wind, solar manufacturers are numerous, and market share dominance does not 

suffer. 

Figure 1.3.1 shows the average construction costs of solar generation from utility-scale 

facilities 9 years apart. It can be seen that the LCOE of PV projects are now on par with 

other renewables like wind and hydropower as well as fossil fuel sources, while boasting a 

much higher rate of its reduction in costs [11]. From this trendline, it is evident that the costs 

related to solar energy generation are now competitive. However, this competitiveness is not 

absolute and relies heavily on geographical solar resources, infrastructure and policy [12]. 
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Figure 1.3.1 Global weighted average LCOE from utility-scale renewable power 

generation technologies in 2010 and 2019. 

One of the reasons for this improved technology is the competitiveness within the 

sector. There is an abundance of choice when it comes to PV manufacturers, unlike other 

renewable energy sources like wind. For example, in 2017 the top 5 PV manufacturers 

accounted for just around 39% of the market share [13], while the top 5 wind turbine wind 

manufacturers accounted for approximately 64% of the market share in 2019 [14]. 

Additionally, in the U.S. alone there are over 10,000 solar related companies in existence, 

employing over 230,000 people. This number does include the entire spectrum of solar 

services from installation and developing to operation and maintenance. Manufacturing 

itself accounted for 13.5% of the total solar worker1 [15].  

1.4 Background 

1.4.1 Meteorological Data  

Meteorological Data is used for geographically sensitive studies. In this project several 

meteorological parameters are considered, including wind speed and (ambient) temperature. 

The way meteorological data is attained can differ and affect the overall accuracy of further 

calculations. Hence it is important to understand the fundamentals of the data acquisition 

techniques used in this project. Many of the terms used in this section will be discussed and 

explained in later sections, but the purpose of this section is to understand the data sources 

and the methodology the sources utilize to record said data.  

For the evaporation model a straightforward method was utilized wherein actual 

recorded data for temperature, relative humidity, wind speed and global horizontal 

irradiance (GHI) are input into the model. The temperature and wind speed data sets were 

gathered with the help of Iowa Environmental Mesonet (IEM), an environmental data 

 
1 Solar workers are defined as individuals who spend more than 50% of their working hours on solar-related 

work. 
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collection directory which collaborates with other meteorological data observing networks, 

and provide essential data to organizations such as the National Weather Service (NWS), 

the Federal Aviation Administration, the Department of Defense (DOD), etc. [16].  The 

system used, called the Automated Surface Observing System(ASOS) incorporates ambient 

temperature sensors and anemometers to gather the required data [17]. The data is recorded 

in fixed intervals (usually on a minute basis which is especially important to the aviation 

sector), however there may be missing or corrupted recorded data points depending on the 

day and real time situation. The ambient temperature sensors used are hygrothermometer, 

which is a device used to measure temperature and dew point and dry-bulb temperatures. 

Dew point is the temperature at which water vapor in the air will condense into liquid water 

[18], and dry-bulb temperature refers to air measured by a freely exposed thermometer. This 

device is used to calculate both the ambient temperature and relative humidity. Wind speed 

is recorded using a rotating cup anemometer, where an electromagnetic signal is generated 

from a rotating cup that is directly converted to reportable data. Generally, these are set at a 

height of 10m.  

The raw irradiance data is gathered from an interactive map-based database from the 

National Renewable Energy Laboratories (NREL). The National Solar Radiation Database 

(NSRDB) uses the Physical Solar Model (PSM) version 3, where data is modelled based on 

cloud properties, precipitate water vapor, aerosol properties, etc. 

For the PV model, the PVSyst software uses the Meteonorm 7.2 algorithm to 

synthetically generate hourly or daily meteorological data based on monthly average values. 

This includes temperature, wind, irradiance, etc. These monthly averages are generic data 

averaged over many years and is labelled as “1990” within the simulations. 

1.4.2 Solar Irradiance 

Like most PV related projects, FPV relies heavily on geographical features like 

weather conditions, ground topography, irradiation at given latitude, etc., which determine 

the amount of sunlight received. The power density that reaches the earth’s surface is known 

as the Solar Irradiance.  

The process of solar irradiance begins with a thermonuclear fusion reaction occurring 

on the sun, converting hydrogen to helium, and emitting radiation. After traversing through 

space for 150,000,000 km it reaches Earth. Once it reaches the earth’s atmosphere however, 

it must pass through several molecular layers (ozone, CO2, etc.) which reduce the intensity 

that reaches the earth’s surface. Each type of molecule behaves differently and absorbs 

different spectral wavelengths. The ozone (O3) for example absorbs most of the ultraviolet 

band of the spectrum [19].  

In this way, solar irradiance can be expressed as a vertical distance from the 

atmosphere to sea level, called air mass (AM). Figure 1.4.1 demonstrates this path in a very 

simple manner.  Before entering the atmosphere, solar irradiance has a value of zero air mass 

(or AM0). At sea level with φ = 0° (where φ solar zenith angle) is AM1. As the value of φ 

increases, so does the AM coefficient. In terms of approximate energy, at AM0 the irradiance 

is 1367 W/m2 and is reduced to 1000 W/m2 at AM1. However, the value of φ is rarely 0°, 

and the AM must be adjusted depending on the latitude and time of day. 
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Figure 1.4.1 The path of the solar radiation through the atmosphere or air mass to 

reach the earth’s surface (sea level) varies with the zenith angle. 

A general relationship for this is given by: 

 

(1) 

Therefore, when φ = 0° the Air Mass is 1 (AM1); at φ = 60° Air Mass is 2 (AM2). 

 

In a simpler form, without knowing the exact Zenith angle, a lamppost of a known 

height can be used to calculate the AM by calculating the length of the shadow cast and can 

be given by the formula:  

 

(2) 

Where ‘s’ is the length of a shadow cast by a vertical post (meters) and ‘h’ is the height 

of the post (meters) as shown in Figure 1.4.2 [20]. 

𝐴𝑀 =  
1

𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜑)
 

𝐴𝑀 = √1 +  
𝑠

ℎ
(𝑠

ℎ⁄ )2 
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Figure 1.4.2 Calculating Air Mass by calculating the length of the shadow cast by an 

object with a known height. 

 

As the sunlight passes through this atmosphere, portions of the spectrum are absorbed 

and scattered by particles present in this region. O3 tends to absorb more of the ultraviolet 

end of the spectrum, while H2O and CO2 tend to absorb visible and infrared portions.  

The identification of these properties is of particular importance, as PV cells are 

designed to absorb certain portions (wavelengths) of the spectrum. By understanding the 

incident spectrum correctly, the power output of a PV cell can be optimized. Figure 1.4.3 

shows how the spectral power density decreases as the AM level increases. 

 

 

Figure 1.4.3 The spectral power density of sunlight at various air masses [20]. 

Direct Normal Radiation (DNI) refers to the light that penetrates through the 

atmosphere without being scattered or absorbed, while Diffuse Horizontal Radiation (DHI) 

refers to scattered light. Global Horizontal Radiation (GHI) is known to be the sum of these 

components and is often used when calculating PV potential at a particular location, which 

can be measured using a pyranometer. This relationship is given by the formula: 

 

(3) 

𝐺𝐻𝐼 =  𝐷𝑁𝐼. 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜑) + 𝐷𝐻𝐼 
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1.4.3 Evaporation & Evapotranspiration 

Water has slowly developed into one of the most valuable resources, and this 

revelation has been the reason the study of accurate estimation rates of evaporation has 

gained interest and importance in the scientific community [21]. Hydropower dams and 

reservoirs are important in that they utilize water for energy production, as well other 

activities such as irrigation, water storage, etc. However, these structures are more 

susceptible to evaporation losses due to their larger surface areas. To quantify the extent that 

a floating solar PV installation may have on water management, the evaporation rate for the 

project must be determined.  

Evaporation is the loss of water in the form of water vapor from an evaporating surface 

[22]. Monteith describes this phenomenon as a “commercial transaction” where a wet 

surface sells water vapor in exchange for heat, where each gram of water evaporated (at 

20°C) requires 585 calories of heat (the specific heat of water) [23]. A study in Australia in 

2005 found the yearly loss of storage volume due to evaporation in parts of the country to 

be 40% [24]. Furthermore, it suggested “avoiding where possible the storage of water in 

surface dams” to help mitigate this vapor leakage.  

While physical calculations over time can be conducted, an estimate can be made 

using methods such as Penman formula. Physical methods include the pan evaporation 

method, which is the most popular and widely used method. It involves utilizing a scaled 

version of a hydrological structure (the pan) to simulate water losses for a larger water body. 

However, it lacks the accuracy with emulating the characteristics of larger water bodies that 

have significant heat storage capacities and requires actual physical measurements and 

experimental time.  

Finch and Calver showed that increasing the depth reduced the maximum peak 

evaporation rate yearly, as well as pushed the peak further into the late summer months and 

early fall due to the ability of the heat to be transferred into deeper layers [25]. However, 

this phenomenon also has a limit wherein the rate of heat introduced to the surface exceeds 

the rate of transfer into lower layers. Once this difference is more pronounced a thermocline 

layer is formed (the plane with maximum temperature gradient), at which point the lower 

region remain relatively unchanged by the upper warmer region. The level of the 

thermocline slowly descends into the lower region during the duration of the hotter months.  

Another method first developed by Penman in 1948, offers an accurate estimate for 

evaporation and variations, an example being the Penman-Monteith formula, are still widely 

used today in the food and agriculture industry to provide annual and monthly estimates and 

serves as indicator for water management purposes. 

A version of this formula suggested by Linacre simplifies the penman formula down 

to three variables: temperature, elevation and dew point [26]. With the assumptions made it 

still provides an accurate estimate, differing only by 0.5mm/d for monthly mean 

calculations. This method approximates the incoming net radiation from the temperature and 

averages the wind speed. 

Penman’s original formula used both energy-budget and mass balance methods in a 

semi-empirical formula for estimating evaporation [27]. A mass balance or water budget 

approach, as the name suggests, attempts to calculate evaporation as a function of the change 

in mass and therefore volume of contained amount of water, i.e. the change in in-flow and 

out-flow of water [25]. This can be expressed as:  
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(4) 

Where; 

E is the evaporation rate (mm/day). 

P is the precipitation over the sampling time (mm).  

Qi and Qo are the net inflow and outflow rates respectfully (mm3).  

As is the surface area of the water body (mm2). 

V the water stored over time T. 

 

In an energy budget approach, after all the incoming energy is calculated, the 

evaporation is considered as the outgoing component of the energy budget. The energy 

required for evaporation is broken down into two components. The first is the energy 

required to change water into water vapor, known as vaporization, and the second is the 

water vapor molecules energy carried from the water body (advection). This can be 

expressed as: 

 

(5) 

Where; 

N is the energy change in the stored water. 

S and 𝐿↓ are the incoming short and long-wave radiation respectively. 

𝛼𝑠 and 𝛼𝐿 are the albedos for short and long-wave radiation. 

𝐿↑ is the outgoing long wave radiation. 

𝜆 is the latent heat of vapourization. 

E is the evaporation rate in mass units. 

c is the specific heat of water. 

𝑇𝑠 and 𝑇𝑏 are the temperature of the evaporated water and the arbitrary base 

temperature respectively. 

H is the flux of sensible heat. 

𝐹𝑛𝑒𝑡 is the net heat flux of water flowing in and out. 

𝐹𝑝 is the heat inflow due to precipitation. 

G is the heat conduction occurring between water and its substrate. 

 

Penman combined these principles to devise a calculation to estimate evaporation, 

which is shown in (6). This formula will be utilized for the evaporation model in this paper 

[28]. 

 
(6) 

𝐸𝑃𝐸𝑁 is the potential open water evaporation (mm/d). 

∆ is the slope of the saturation vapor curve (kPa/°C). 

𝛾 is the psychrometric coefficient (kPa/°C). 

𝐸 = 𝑃 +
(𝑄𝑖 −  𝑄𝑜)

𝐴𝑠
 −  

𝑑𝑉
𝑑𝑇
𝐴𝑠

 

𝑁 = 𝑆(1 − 𝛼𝑠) + 𝐿↓(1 − 𝛼𝐿) −  𝐿↑ − 𝜆𝐸 − 𝑐(𝑇𝑠 − 𝑇𝑏)𝐸 − 𝐻 + 𝐹𝑛𝑒𝑡 + 𝐹𝑝 − 𝐺 

 

𝐸𝑃𝐸𝑁 =
∆

∆ + 𝛾
.
𝑅𝑛

𝜆
+

𝛾

∆ + 𝛾
.
6.43. (ƒ𝑢). 𝐷 

𝜆
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𝜆 is the latent heat of vaporization (MJ/kg). 

𝑅𝑛 is the net radiation at the surface of the water (MJ/m2/d). 

ƒ𝑢 is the wind function (m/s). 

𝐷 is the vapor pressure deficit (kPa). 

 

Additionally, these variables are be simplified to the following: 

 

(7) 

Where; 

𝑎𝑢 and 𝑏𝑢 are wind speed coefficients, 1 and 0.536 respectively, based on an 

empirical relation created by Penman. 

u is the wind speed at 2m height (m/s).  

 

(8) 

Where; 

𝑒𝑠 is the saturation vapour pressure (kPa), that is the pressure exerted if the air 

were saturated with water vapor molecules.  

𝑒𝑎 is the actual vapour pressure (kPa), that is the actual pressure exerted by 

the water vapor molecules to the air [29].  

 

(9) 

 
 

        (10) 

Where; 

RH is the relative humidity. 

t is the temperature (°C).  

 
        (11) 

The constant term is a ratio of the specific heat capacity of air at a constant pressure (0.001012 

kJ/kg°C at typical room conditions) and the ratio of the molecular weight of water vapor to dry air 

(0.622). 

     
                             (12)

     
                          (13)

ƒ𝑢 =  𝑎𝑢 + 𝑏𝑢𝑢 

𝐷 =  𝑒𝑠 + 𝑒𝑎  
 

𝑒𝑎 =  
𝑅𝐻

100
. 𝑒𝑠(𝑡)  

 

𝑒𝑠(𝑡) =  0.611 . 𝑒
17.27×𝑡
𝑡+237.3  

 

𝛾 = 0.0016286 .
𝑃

𝜆
 

 

𝜆 = 2.501 − 2.361 × 103. 𝑡 

 

∆=
4098 × 𝑒𝑠

(𝑡 + 237.3)2
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                    (14) 

Where; 

P is the atmospheric pressure (kPa) 

Z is the elevation (m). 

For the simplification of net radiation Rn, we use equations  

(15), (16) and (17).  

 

 
(15) 

 
(16) 

 
(17) 

The net radiation is calculated as the difference between the incoming shortwave 

radiation (MJ/m2/d) and the outgoing long-wave radiation (MJ/m2/d). The net outgoing long-

wave radiation is a product of ƒ which is adjustment for cloud cover, 𝜀′ which is the 

emissivity between atmosephere and ground, 𝜎 is the Stephan-Boltzman constant = 

4.903x10-9 (MJ/m2/K4/d).  

The net incoming short-wave radiation depends solely on 𝑅𝑠, the incoming solar 

radiation and α the albedo (reflectivity) of the incident surface. A higher albedo indicates a 

higher reflectivity, whereby less light (and thus energy) is absorbed by the surface. Water 

has an albedo of around 0.08 (8% reflectivity). 

The Penman formula does not consider heat exchange with the ground, nor change in 

heat storage, however this assumption was acceptable when using monthly or daily 

estimations and provides a fairly accurate estimate. It is worth noting the Penman equation 

considers daily evaporation rates, which will be modified for this study and discussed in 

Chapter 2 

Evaporation Model. 

Similarly, Evapotranspiration are the evaporation losses from the soil and plant 

surfaces combined with the loss of water due to transpiration (a process by which plants lose 

water to the atmosphere). Evapotranspiration losses (generally) use a slightly modified 

version of the Penman equation called the FAO-56 Penman-Monteith, (from the Food and 

Agricultural Organization’s Irrigation and Drainage paper no. 56) to calculate the reference 

Evapotranspiration (ETo) [28].  

Evapotranspiration and the FAO-56 formula contain almost all the identical variables 

used to calculate the standard penman evaporation rate apart from ‘G’, the soil heat flux 

density                                                                                                                                                   (18). 

Here ET0 is the reference evapotranspiration, usually measured for with respect to grass as 

the incident surface, so the albedo, a, changes to 0.25 (25% reflectivity). 

 

𝑃 = 101.3 . (
293 − 0.0065 × 𝑍

293
)5.26 

𝑅𝑛 = 𝑅𝑛𝑆 − 𝑅𝑛𝐿  

𝑅𝑛𝐿 = ƒ. 𝜀′. 𝜎. (𝑡 + 237.2)4  

𝑅𝑛𝑆 = (1 − 𝛼). 𝑅𝑠  
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                                                                                                                                             (18) 

The value of G is subject to 𝑅𝑛 [30] and given by the equation: 

 

         (19) 

1.4.4 Solar Photovoltaic Systems 

1.4.4.1 Photovoltaic Cell and Module 

A standard PV cell typically consists of a silicon wafer that has semiconducting 

properties. The top layer consists of silicon that is doped with an element such as 

Phosphorus, that has more electrons than silicon, which results in free electrons. This excess 

of electrons gives the layer a negative charge and is hence called the N-type layer. When the 

electrons receive sufficient photon energy (from sunlight), they are able to move freely. The 

bottom layer has Silicon doped with elements such a Boron, which have only 3 valence 

electrons. This creates “holes”, or missing electrons which effectively make it the positive 

or P-type layer.  

A PV cell by itself does not produce enough power to have a substantial use, with a 

single cell producing approximately 5W at 0.5Vdc. The solution is to connect cells in a series-

parallel configuration to increase this output. This is done by attaching conductive metal 

strips along the top and bottom of the cell that connect to adjacent cells. A series of cells 

grouped together form a PV module. In the same way, PV modules are connected to form 

PV arrays, having outputs typically ranging from 100W to 100kW, but arrays with larger 

power output are becoming more common. Figure 1.4.4 illustrates how PV cells group to 

form a PV array. 

𝐸𝑇0 =
0.484. ∆(𝑅𝑛 − 𝐺)

∆ + 𝛾(1 + 0.34𝑢)
+

900𝛾

(∆ + 𝛾(1 + 0.34𝑢))
.

𝑢. 𝐷 

(𝑇 + 273)
  

𝐺 = 0.1 . 𝑅𝑛    𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑅𝑛 > 0  
and 

𝐺 = 0.5 . 𝑅𝑛    𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑅𝑛 < 0  
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Figure 1.4.4 PV cells, modules, and arrays. 

 

Although newer variants (known as emerging photovoltaics) exist, Conventional PV 

modules are generally categorized into three groups depending on their molecular structure 

[31]. These are Monocrystalline Silicon (Mono c-Si), Poly Crystalline Silicon (Poly c-Si) 

and Thin Film PV. 

• Mono c-Si – has the most efficiency of the three, due to its high purity levels 

and consists of a continuous crystal lattice. This is also the most expensive due 

to its manufacturing process.  

• Poly c-Si – are similar to Mono c-Si, but differ in terms of the lattice structure, 

having crystalline boundaries that lower efficiency.  

• Thin Film – as the name suggests consists of thinner layered PV cells, and 

usually have lesser efficiency and cost but are more commonly used in 

applications with lesser power and lower weight requirements. This type of PV 

cell has the lowest market share among the three. 

1.4.4.2 Tilt and Configuration  

Solar panels/modules work best when the solar zenith angle (φ) is 0° i.e., the irradiance 

is perpendicular to the panel surface, however at different latitudes this angle varies 

seasonally and during the course of a day. For example, in San Diego the optimal tilt is 33° 

and can be utilized to provide the most efficient angle for solar panels to work. As a tilt is 

introduced however, so does a loss from shading, where a module facing the sun blocks 

sunlight to the panel behind it during certain hours of the day (as the solar altitude angle 

decreases towards 0°). More details on this will be addressed in the chapter regarding the 

solar model. 

 A solar module is usually rectangular and can work in both a “landscape” or 

“portrait”. For example, for a rooftop with dimensions 8x3m, a panel measuring 1x1.5m, in 

landscape you would be able to fit 15 panels (4x3 setup) but in portrait you could fit 16 panels 

(8x2 setup). For larger scale projects however the effects of partial shading must also be 

considered. The concept of partial shading will be addressed later in this research.  
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1.4.4.3 DC Collector System 

After sunlight is captured by the PV modules it is converted into electricity that is 

Direct Current (DC). Inverters are needed to convert the DC to alternating current (AC) in 

grid connected systems. When it comes to design, there are three types of ways inverters can 

be used on a PV project [32]:  

• Central Inverters – All the PV strings are connected to a combiner box which 

collects and combines the DC electricity. From the combiner box, the DC 

electricity is fed to a central inverter that converts it to an AC signal. Fewer 

component connections result in easier maintenance routines and lower costs, 

but the system experiences higher losses associated with shading as well as 

more risk due to higher voltage levels.  

• String Inverters – A single or multiple strings are connected in series to a string 

inverter which then converts the DC electricity to AC. This type is commonly 

used in residential PV installations, and acts as a middle ground between the 

micro and central inverter types, and allows for higher flexibility of design, 

and higher efficiencies than central inverters. 

• Module (micro) inverters – are connected to individual modules and convert 

DC to AC at the output of each module. These provide higher efficiency due 

to panel level maximum power point tracking (MPPT), higher safety from 

lower DC voltages and even higher flexibility of design than string inverters. 

They do however result in higher costs and complicated installation and 

maintenance costs. They are also advantageous to counter partial shading, 

which will be covered later.  

 

1.4.4.4 AC Collector System 

Past the Inverters, there will be AC breakers before a metering device. The metering 

device will be important in recording the production data. If a remote monitoring system is 

in place, the metering can be used to analyze when performance ratio2 drops which may 

indicate a fault in the system or a need for maintenance. After the metering system, the power 

is passed through a step-up transformer and can be injected into the grid. 

Alternatively, a system can be set up wherein the power produced can be used to pump 

water into the reservoir which is essentially a pumped-storage system.  

1.4.4.5 Floating PV 

Floating Photovoltaic (FPV) projects, sometimes dubbed ‘floatovoltaics’ in the solar 

community, are a relatively new type of PV application. Traditionally, ground mounted PV 

for utility and roof mounted PV for residential were the most common types of operational 

PV projects. The biggest difference between land installed PV and floating PV is the 

floatation device, along with the anchoring/mooring system which holds the entire floating 

array in place. Figure 1.4.5 illustrates a typical floating PV power plant layout. 

 
2 Performance Ratio is a ratio of the power to the grid and the total that can be produced by the system. 
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Figure 1.4.5 Typical large scale floating PV system [33]. 

 

The terms anchoring system and mooring system are often used interchangeably to 

describe the system that supports and holds the FPV system in place. The mooring system 

however technically refers to the line or elastic cable that is secured at one end to an anchor 

and the other to the PV system/floatation device. The mooring lines have elasticity and 

strength depending on the type of project installation. In a hydropower dam/reservoir the 

elasticity might be higher to account for the change in water levels, and lower in strength 

due to lack of excessive wave or water flow. In a run-of-river set up, lower elasticity might 

be used to avoid excessive movement, but higher strength would be needed to withstand the 

pressure cause by the constant water flow. The anchoring system connects the mooring line 

to the water bed’s surface. This combined system is essential to a FPV project as they prevent 

movement by wind, waves, or water flow, and prevent collisions and damage to the structure 

with each other, the water body banks, etc.  

The floating platform is a pontoon that must have buoyancy that can withstand the 

weight of the entire project, although depending on proximity to land and design this can 

vary greatly, for example if the option to place inverters and combiner boxes on land rather 

than the floating structure. The floating pontoons are usually made in a modular fashion such 

as the hydrelio design from Ciel et Terre seen in Figure 1.4.6, so the added advantage is to 

be able to easily scale the project up or down depending on specifications [34]. 
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Figure 1.4.6 Hydrelio from Ciel et Terre is one of the most used floatation devices 

that is modular based. 

FPV installations have numerous advantages over ground installations. They have 

reduced water losses from evaporation by reducing direct exposure to sunlight. The FPV 

system acts as a shade for the water, reducing the surface temperature and thus the total 

evaporation losses. There is also better water quality as reduced algae growth in the water 

from the lack of sunlight improves overall water quality. In some instances, floating 

structures even stimulated aquatic life and created new habitats for certain species [35]. 

Costs incurred due to grid connections can be avoided as existing hydropower plant 

infrastructure means the possibility of reducing associated costs. Additionally, FPV may be 

used as a pumped storage mechanism, which would mean no grid connection costs [36].  

Other advantages include improved panel efficiency due to reduced temperature and 

lack of dust particles reducing soiling losses. In the case of the temperature and its effect on 

the PV panels, due to direct sunlight the surface of the panels gain thermal energy quicker 

than they can dissipate it and as the body temperature increases, the efficiency decreases. 

The cooling effect of the water would help lower the overall temperature of the PV 

installation and improve efficiency [33]. As for the lack of dust particles - Floating PV 

installations tend to experience minimal dust when compared to ground installations. Dust 

can lead to reduced efficiency which usually leads to regular maintenance and higher costs 

for ground installations. 

There are also reduced costs reduced costs of land preparation and occupation – 

Ground installations require tedious land preparation prior to installation such as grubbing, 

grading, etc. Since water is naturally leveled it does not require such preparations, however 

these costs are considered replaced by the higher costs of integrating buoyant frames for the 

PV panels as well as an anchoring system to keep the installation in place. FPV also helps 

areas with high population densities and low land availability. Ground installations usually 

require large open surface areas to have a sufficient amount of energy production to warrant 

commissioning of a PV power plant. 
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Lastly, repositioning of FPV projects is easier than land-based projects (based on the 

design) as the floating system can be easily relocated once the anchoring system is 

disconnected. New anchors would have to be put in place, however inserting anchors is 

much less time consuming than dismantling and moving a land-based PV system 

 

Near-shore FPV has similar characteristics to FPV on inland water bodies, with a few 

more challenges.  

• There is higher turbulence in the water offshore than for inland water bodies both from 

tidal cycles as well as stronger winds, leading to higher maintenance costs and faster 

degradation of the mooring and anchoring system. For this reason, it is preferred to 

install FPV on reservoirs and lakes rather than rivers. 

• Higher salinity challenges the durability of the components, eroding components at a 

faster rate. 

 

At present, there is rapid deployment of FPV plants around the world, with Asian 

countries leading the way. The first FPV plant with a capacity greater than 10MW was 

installed in 2016, and in 2018 a FPV plant of 100MW was commissioned. Much of these 

larger installations are located in repurposed collapsed coal mines in China, including the 

world’s largest floating solar plant in the Anhui Province, boasting a capacity of 150MW. 

Another positive side-effect from FPV was the improved the quality of life for the locals, 

who shifted to operating and maintaining solar panels, eliminating their exposure to air 

pollution associated with coal mining [37]. Figure 1.4.7 shows the timeline of the growth of 

FPV over a decade. 

 

 

Figure 1.4.7 Global installed cumulative and annual FPV capacity.  

 

The potential for FPV is further highlighted by the availability of inland water bodies. 

Table 1 Generation potential of floating solar on freshwater man-made reservoirs. (GWh= 

Gigawatt-hour, GWp = Gigawatt-peak, km2 = square kilometers).  provides an estimate for 

potential FPV generation from a study conducted by the worldbank. From this table, if 1% 

of the surface area is used, 400 GWp of potential electricity can be harnessed, which was 

higher than the 2017 cumulative installed capacity of solar globally. 
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Table 1 Generation potential of floating solar on freshwater man-made reservoirs. 

(GWh= Gigawatt-hour, GWp = Gigawatt-peak, km2 = square kilometers).  

 

FPV project Capital expenditure (CAPEX) costs mainly differ from traditional solar projects 

in 3 aspects - construction labor costs that decrease, structural costs that increase (due to 

anchoring and mooring costs) and potential land acquisition/rental cost decrease (land costs 

are usually magnitudes higher than unused reservoir space).  
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1.5 Floating Solar Literature Review 

As FPV is a new concept, the literature that exists is minimal. Choi et al. researched 

the various projects undertaken by K-water (Korea water resources corporation) and found 

an 11% increase in power output of FPV compared to existing land-based PV projects [38]. 

Trapani et. al presented a review of the different types of floating solar projects, noting 

the different types of pontoon structures used over the course of 5 years (2007-2013). 

Overall, there was a large increase in the deployment of FPV during that duration [39].  

Sahu et al. concluded that in parts of India, FPV was helping bridge the gap between 

thermal and PV due to the availability of large water bodies. Like Choi et al, they also noted 

an 11% increase in efficiency with FPV compared to land based PV and reduced evaporation 

by up to 70%, but overall cost 1.2% more than traditional land-based PV [40].  

Lereng provided the most in depth study of FPV. This research did field tests for FPV 

plants in Norway and Singapore [37]. A thermal model was used to analyze the cooling 

effect of the water on FPV and found 2-6% more efficiency than land-based PV. The 

research also pointed out that FPV is still not easy to analyze or simulate on software’s like 

PVSyst that are until now meant for simulating land-based PV projects only. 

Silvério et al. suggest the inclusion of FPV in Brazil to help the energy needs, noting 

that drought periods are usually optimal for PV due to lack of cloud cover. They also suggest 

careful consideration of the distance of the FPV power plant to the hydroelectric station, 

which can be a deciding factor in project feasibility [41].  

1.6 Site Selection 

The site selected for this study was San Diego, a city in the southwestern-most region 

of California in the United States of America (USA). As will be shown in this section, San 

Diego exhibits all the characteristics favorable for FPV projects. These include high water 

stress levels, drought risk, increasing population coupled with a strong economy, favorable 

irradiance levels for solar projects and availability of data.  

1.6.1 Water Stress 

“Aqueduct” is a data platform run by the World Resources Institute (WRI) that allows 

an easy evaluation of water stress [42]. This tool measures the ratio of water withdrawals to 

renewable water supplies and scores the region from 0 to 5, where a higher score corresponds 

to higher competition for water resources and therefore elevated water stress levels. 

 The Aqueduct tool ranks Qatar as the country with the highest water stress in the 

world, with a score of 4.97 while the United States ranked 70th with a score of 1.85. Qatar 

consists of mostly barren desert consisting of mainly sand and gravel, and due to its small 

area, it is a justifiable score. America however spans over an area several times that of Qatar, 

having diverse climatic conditions, and therefore must be judged on a state level to better 

classify its wide-ranging risk. In fact, Qatar is around 3% the size of California. 

In this case, California ranks 2nd behind New Mexico, with a water stress score of 

3.72, classified as “high water stress”. Figure 1.6.1 shows images from the National 

Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) of groundwater withdrawal over a 12-year 

period  
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Figure 1.6.1 NASA’s Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) satellites 

recording of groundwater withdrawals in California from 2002 to 2014, where 

green shows initial level and red shows severe depletion.  

1.6.2 Drought Risk 

The National Integrated Drought Information System (NIDIS) is responsible for 

recording and forecasting drought conditions in the USA [3]. NIDIS scales drought 

conditions from D0 (Abnormally Dry) to D4 (Exceptionally Drought). California 

experienced D4 levels to some degree continuously from 2014 to 2017. Prior to this, only 

D3 levels were experienced since 2000, and even those lasted no longer than one year at a 

time. Figure 1.6.2 and Figure 1.6.3 show this distribution for D3, D4 while Figure 1.6.4 

shows the overall level distribution. 

 

 

Figure 1.6.2 - Total area of land (%) affected with D3 drought levels since 2000 in 

California [3].  
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Figure 1.6.3 - Total area of land (%) affected with D4 drought levels since 2000 in 

California [3].  

 

Figure 1.6.4 - Drought levels D0 to D4 and corresponding total land area affected (%), 

since 2000 in California [3].  

From these figures California is identified as being at risk of periods of exceptional 

drought. While these may not occur for frequently and in succession, when they do strike, 

they can cause massive stress to the entire water distribution network. 

1.6.3 Population and Economy 

As of July 2021, California has a population of 39.37 million people [43]. It also 

consumes the most water of any of the other states. Figure 1.6.5 shows the breakdown of 

water use by state [44].  
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Figure 1.6.5 Total water withdrawals by State, and bar chart showing categories by 

State from west to east, 2015. 

The rate of water consumption stems from the agriculture sector which contributes to 

its strong economy, having a gross domestic product (GDP), nearly $3.2 trillion in Q4 of 

2019 [9]. In terms of GDP rankings of entire nations, this would rank 5th above the UK and 

India. This spreads across all sectors, from the Silicon Valley, the technological mecca, to 

Hollywood, a hub for arts and media. Additionally, this also plays a role in terms of land 

resource competition, where FPV would be preferred to surface mounted systems. As both 

the population and the economy are set to grow in the near future, so too will the rate of 

water withdrawals. 

1.6.4 Solar Potential  

According to the solar irradiation resource map by the World Bank shown in Figure 

1.6.6, the South-Western region of the continental North America receives high levels of 

Global Horizontal Irradiance (GHI). GHI is one of the most important factors affecting 

electricity production from solar farms. Similar GHI levels can be found in parts of South 

America, most of Africa, the Middle East, Australia, and portions of Asia. 
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Figure 1.6.6 - Global Horizontal Irradiance (GHI) long term average world map 

(above) and the USA (below) 

 

1.6.5 California Independent System Operator (CAISO) 

The California Independent System Operator (CAISO) operates a wholesale 

electricity market and provides data for hourly locational marginal prices (LMP). A marginal 

price (MP) is the producers cost of generating an additional unit of power, and the LMP is 

the MP with added consideration for congestion and losses. CAISOs provision of hourly 

data allowed a homogenous comparison of data and results that are provided in the financial 

model 

 

From these factors we can see that San Diego is a good example of a location where 

FPV installations would be beneficial. However, it should be noted that San Diego does not 

exhibit the most extreme behavior for each factor. This is done intentionally implying that 

if FPV can be beneficial in this geographic region, then it should hold true for several other 

locations as well. 
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1.6.6 The San Vicente Reservoir 

The San Vicente Reservoir is chosen for the proposed FPV project. The San Vicente 

reservoir is a recreational water body, used mostly for sailing and fishing, but is part of the 

Emergency & Carryover Project of San Diego, which is a system of interconnected 

pipelines and storage systems that can provide water to the region in the event of a 

disruption in supply by storing water locally. The main water supply source travels long 

distances from the northern part of California, via manmade aqueducts. 

In 2009, The San Diego County Water Authority (SDCWA) began construction on a 

dam raise for the San Vicente Reservoir, raising it from its existing height of 220 feet by 

an additional 117 feet. In 2014, the project was completed and in doing so, the effective 

water capacity of the dam went from 110,000,000m3 to more than double at 

299,000,000m3. At the time, this was the tallest dam raise ever undertaken in the USA 

[45]. 

 Currently, plans are underway to turn the San Vicente Reservoir into a 500 MW 

pumped storage hydroelectric facility, supplying electricity during the peak hours, and using 

excess electricity to pump water back into the reservoir during off peak hours [46]. For this 

project and its simulations, a project the size of 10,000m2 (0.01km2) is considered. 
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Chapter 2 

2Evaporation Model 

2.1 Methodology 

 

Figure 2.1.1 PFD of the Evaporation Model 

The evaporation model section will attempt to approximate the water saving potential 

from the FPV plant using MATLAB and the penman formula which is modified to use 

hourly data instead of daily. This chapter will highlight the methodology and assumptions 

made. 

Figure 2.1.1 shows the process flow diagram of the evaporation model. The blue lines 

show the data acquisition section, the red line shows the process of running the evaporation 

code and the green line shows the validation process against publicly available data in San 

Diego. For the entire process of the evaporation code and validation processes of the code, 

MATLAB is utilized.  

2.1.1 Data Acquisition 

Based on the penman formula (6), we require site specific meteorological data to 

calculate the effective evaporation. The first step was to identify and obtain the required 

data. For the penman formula, the required raw data are hourly values for the temperature, 

irradiance, wind speed and dew point. 

The IEM database was utilized to obtain the hourly data points for the hourly data of 

wind, dew point and temperature. The database allows you to select from a variety of 

weather stations across the world. In this instance the Ramona international airport (code 

RNM) due to its proximity to the San Vicente Reservoir. By selecting the desired data set it 

is then possible to obtain a CSV file containing the hourly data points. The IEM database 
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does not provide irradiance data however, so hourly data was obtained from the NSRDB 

which is a collaborative project with contributors including the NREL and the US 

department of Energy. The data obtained was in W/m2 and converted to MJ/m2/d before 

being imported. 

It must be noted that the data obtained has missing data points or broken links, so data 

cleaning and processing must be undertaken to have the file ready for a MATLAB import. 

Alternatively, you can use MATLAB coding to fix broken data points after importing. In 

this instance MS Excel was utilized to clean the data set for temperature, wind speed, 

irradiation, and dew point, and then imported into MATLAB. Identified anomalous data 

underwent treatment in the following order: 

 

1. If hourly (temperature, wind, or dew point) data is unavailable, the average of 

the previous and next hour are used for the hour in question. 

2. If hourly data is unavailable for more than one hour, the average of the same 

hour of the previous and next day are used for the hour in question. 

3. If hourly data is unavailable for more than one hour, as well as the same hour 

on the previous and/or next day, then the average of the next and previously 

available day with the same hour are used. 

 

The imported dataset is a series of numerical values separated by a delimiter, usually 

having no units, so careful measures must be taken to ensure the units are homogenous. In 

this instance, wind speed must be converted from mph to m/s. Another factor that must be 

considered is the specific time zone of the dataset. On the IEM database, you can select the 

preferred time zone which by default will be set to Coordinated Universal Time (UTC). To 

adjust for California the data must be set for 7 hours later, i.e. (07:00 on January 1st, 2018 – 

07:00 on January 1st, 2019). Furthermore, it must be noted the site of the weather station lies 

13km away from the actual San Vicente Reservoir (Coordinates: 32.921888, -116.921111), 

however it is the closest weather station relative to the project site. An overall summary of 

the data types and sources can be seen in  

 

Description Data type and units Source 

Temperature  Hourly (℃) IEM 

Dew Point Hourly (℃) IEM 

Wind Speed Hourly (m/s) IEM 

Irradiation (GHI) Hourly (W/m2) NREL 

Table 2 Data Types and Source incorporated into the Evaporation Model 

2.1.2 Evaporation Model 

Once the data is cleaned, the Penman equation (6) can implemented using MATLAB 

code to process it. The equation is simplified into smaller sections (like those of equation 

(7) to (17)) for the purpose of easing the debugging process. Additionally, these equations 

were made into MATLAB functions to allow repeatability without having to recode the 

entire process (see 7.1 Evaporation Code) 

Since the penman equation by default estimates a daily evaporation rate, for the net 

radiation (𝑅𝑛, MJ/m2/d) and wind speed coefficient (ƒ𝑢, m/s), the data is divided by 24 hours 

to give the hourly equivalent. As it was discussed earlier (16), the net radiation (𝑅𝑛) is partly 
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a function of ƒ, (the cloud cover coefficient) ranging from 0 to 1. The synthetically simulated 

data has already accounted for this cloud cover effect, and hence this turns into a constant 

‘1’.  

The next figure considers losses due to diffuse radiation. As discussed in chapter 

1.4.2.2, GHI consists of DHI and DNI. Since we calculated the water saving evaporation 

rate based on GHI, the evaporation rate lost due to DHI is deducted to give a more accurate 

rate. 

2.1.3 Overview of assumptions in the evaporation model 

The following assumptions or approximations were regarding the evaporation 

model: 

1. The Ramona Airport weather station was the closest available data point for real 

meteorological Data and is around 13km away from the San Vicente Reservoir. 

The difference between the obtained data from the weather station and that of 

the actual location is considered negligible, over the time period in question. 

2. The penman formula calls for wind speed at a height of 2m, however the 

acquired data is at 27ft. (8.23m) [17]. This change in wind speed due to the 

height of the recorded data is assumed to be negligible, as no other data is 

available for the given parameters. 

3. When comparing the calculated evaporation rate to the reference evaporation 

rate, there is a difference in elevation at the sites (135.64m at the Miramar site 

vs. 435.1m for Ramona Airport site).  The assumption is that the effect of the 

altitude difference on the evaporation rate is negligible and considered fair for 

the purpose of this study.  

4. The validation data (CIMIS evaporation rates) lie approximately 21km from San 

Vicente Reservoir. However, being the closest and only available data point of 

recorded evaporation rates, for the purpose of validation and comparison this 

distance is considered negligible. 

2.2 Validation & Evapotranspiration 

To validate the calculated evaporation rate, they had to be compared with existing 

evaporation rates. Unfortunately, no hourly evaporation data was available for evaporation 

rates. To work around this issue, reference evapotranspiration rates from the California 

Irrigation Management Information System (CIMIS) database were used for comparison. 

Since reference evapotranspiration differs from evaporation rates, the calculated evaporation 

rates must be converted into evapotranspiration rates to compare the two. This was coded 

with MATLAB as per equation                                                                                                                                                   

(18). Running this sequence of code changes our calculated hourly evaporation rates to 

hourly evapotranspiration rates. 

The next step was finding the closest available evapotranspiration rate to our proposed 

site. From the available Meteo stations, The Miramar location was selected (Coordinates: 

32.885847, -117.143140) having been the closest available data to the actual site, 

approximately 21.2km away. Although the evapotranspiration data from CIMIS has one data 

point per hour, it still has the unit’s mm/day, so it must be divided by 24 to provide a 

comparable result. This can be seen in which is part of the evaporation validation code.  
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Figure 2.2.1 Changing units for Evapotranspiration rate from CIMIS data 

After converting the evaporation rate into an evapotranspiration rate and changing the 

CIMIS data to the correct format, the comparison yielded a result of 0.093% between 

calculated and actual rates as seen in Figure 2.2.2. The Blue lines show our models results 

and the red line shows the reference results.  Both data sets are plot on the same scale to 

allow easy visual comparison. This figure only serves as validation for the calculated 

evapotranspiration rates (and evaporation rates by extension). 

 

 

Figure 2.2.2 Monthly Calculated Evapotranspiration vs Recorded 

Evapotranspiration for 2018 

2.3 Results 

After omitting the effects of diffuse evaporation, the code output is the hourly 

evaporation rate for the entire year (8760 data points The Penman equation, as found in 

literature, is set to be used for 10 day or monthly time frames, and not in circumstances 

where net radiation is 0 (nighttime). For this reason, initial results exhibited negative 

evaporation rates during most hours of darkness. (Figure 2.3.1).  
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Figure 2.3.1 Calculated evaporation rate without calibration (2018) 

If we analyze equations (6) and  

(15), we can understand the reason for these negative evaporation rates. The negative 

evaporation rates, imply condensation or the action of water vapor changing to water, and 

occur during the nighttime when RnS (shortwave incoming radiation) is 0 and RnL 

(longwave outgoing radiation) is not 0. This negative value is then not overcome by the 

wind factor, ƒ𝑢 in the second part of the equation. Although these negative evaporation 

rates occurred 3,939 times (out of 8760 data points), their magnitude was extremely low, 

ranging from 0 to -0.0563 mm/hr. When using penman on a daily (or longer) timeframe, 

net daily (average) sunlight is considered and hence we never see negative results. For 

example, for a monthly timeframe, the value of Rn is the monthly average of the daily net 

radiation for that month. This means Rn will never equate to 0. 

Although condensation occurs naturally, databases like the CIMIS trim off hourly 

evapotranspiration data below ‘0’. For this reason, the hours that have negative 

evaporation rates needed to be calibrated in order to validate the results. 

The first output (Figure 2.3.2) is the output evaporation rate from the input data, with 

an average 48-hour trend line is added, (+/- 24 data points/hours) to reduce the noise from 

the hourly plot. The second output (Figure 2.3.3) is a cumulative line graph of the water 

savings, making it easier to observe the effect the rate of evaporation has throughout the 

year.  

The Results from the evaporation code are a total calculated water savings for the 

year 2018 of 162,393,681.15 liters, or an average of 444,914 liters per day.
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Figure 2.3.2 Calculated evaporation Rate for 2018 at the San Vicente Reservoir. 

 

 

Figure 2.3.3 Cumulative Water Saved (2018) 
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3Solar Model 

3.1 Methodology 

 

 

Figure 3.1.1 PFD of the Solar Model 

 

The solar model section will attempt to quantify the potential power production from 

the FPV plant using various parameters including irradiance, thermal losses, and shading. 

This will be done in an hourly output format, which will then be used in the next chapter to 

get hourly prices. Furthermore, since the temperature data used in the evaporation model is 

from actual recorded data from weather stations, and the PVSyst model uses synthesized 

data, a comparison of the temperature data sets will also be made to validate the consistency 

of the datasets and support using both model’s outputs for a financial model in the next 

chapter. 

 

Figure 2.1.1 PFD of the Evaporation Model shows the processes that will be used in 

this section. There is one singular process for the data acquisition directly from the 

meteonorm database. The data is imported and formatted automatically by the software 
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PVSyst. Along with this data, some project parameters will be set which is represented by 

the grey lines. The path of the green line shows the validation process for the temperature 

comparison. 

3.2 PVSyst Model 

PVSyst is a software that allows a compete and precise study and analysis of PV 

systems. This research used PVSyst Version 7.1.5 (rev. 19882).  

PVSyst allows for simulation of a multitude of PV projects, and although at present 

there is no defined preset for simulating a floating PV plant, parameters can be adjusted to 

simulate similar results.  

3.2.1 Location  

After creating a geographical location file, data is imported for corresponding 

meteorological data from Meteonorm (v7.3), a database consisting of over 8000 weather 

stations, recording over 30 different meteorological parameters. PVSyst does also allow the 

user to input their own met data or use another met source file, however this research will 

use the synthetically generated data from the Meteonorm database. The geographical 

location file itself helps  Figure 3.2.10 shows the proposed location, the San Vicente 

reservoir in San Diego, California on the PVsyst software. The altitude of the project on 

PVSyst is set at 187m, corresponding with the elevation of the project at the top of the 

reservoir on the water surface. 

Figure 3.2.1 and Figure 3.2.2 show the graphical yearly distribution of irradiance and 

temperature data respectively, synthesized from monthly data. The overall trend shows 

higher cumulative irradiance and temperature in the summer months mostly corresponding 

to longer days as opposed to the winter months. This is demonstrated in Figure 3.2.3 which 

shows the solar path over the year. The longest day is June 22nd and has the most potential 

irradiance. Conversely, the shortest day of the year is December 22nd which has the least 

potential irradiance. The irradiance graph however shows large fluctuations and dips that 

can be attributed to days affected by cloudy weather.  

With the temperature, there is still a general trend of highs in the summer months and 

lows in the winter months. There can be cold or hot spikes can occur during any time of the 

year. The heat spike in late August for example, goes higher than the spike during the 

summer solstice in June. 
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Figure 3.2.1 Daily irradiance distribution for the San Vicente Reservoir, 

synthetically generated from monthly values on PVSyst for a typical year. 

 

Figure 3.2.2 Daily Ambient Temperature distrubution for the San Vicente Reservoir, 

synthetically generated from monthly values on PVSyst for a typical year. 
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Figure 3.2.3 Solar path over a period of one year at the San Vicente Reservoir. 

3.2.2 Orientation  

As discussed in the background chapter, the amount of sunlight incident on the PV 

panel array depends on the solar zenith angle or the tilt angle of the FPV modules. Figure 

3.2.4 shows both the average transposition factor, which is a ratio of incident irradiance to 

GHI, with varying angles of tilt, and the transposition factor3 with respect to the azimuth 

angle. This optimization is considered for a single PV module and does not consider shading 

losses.  

A tilt angle between 33° and 34° has 0% loss with respect to optimal and the highest 

transposition factor (1.15). With the azimuth angle (which is the angle with respect to the 

equator that the panel would face) 0° is the optimal scenario, meaning it would be south 

facing (towards the equator). This is generally the case for locations above the equatorial 

line.  

 

Figure 3.2.4 Optimal transposition factor vs. plane tilt (left) and orientation (right) 

 
3 Ratio of incident irradiation to horizontal irradiation, or the loss when having a tilt angle. 
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This ideal tilt and azimuth only consider a single plane (one panel or shed) with no 

shading. In practice, large scale FPV projects would incorporate sheds, and consideration 

will have to be made for the losses associated with partial shading. 

To configure an ideal shed setup, the first two constraints considered are the tilt angle 

and the pitch (the distance between two rows of panels/sheds). Simulating different tilt and 

pitch combinations can be used to find the maximum value of power generation. Another 

constraint is the area considered being a fixed value (100,000m2). This means as the pitch 

decreases more panels would fit in the same area, increasing power output but 

simultaneously increasing the overall cost of the project. A ratio of power generation to total 

price is thus cross-referenced with the tilt and orientation and formulate the best-case 

scenario. 

To get the total number of panels we can incorporate in the given area, the pitch must 

be considered. PVSyst does not include this calculation, instead gives the total surface area 

of all the panels. This step is especially important when working with a fixed area.  

The total number of panels that can fit in this area depends on the pitch, since the 

module size remains unchanged. Figure 3.2.5 shows a pitch of 3.5m and a panel width of 

1.05m from the side and top view, and it can be seen how parallel rows are spaced based on 

the pitch. 

  

 

Figure 3.2.5 Side view (above) and top view (below) of Plane tilt = 26°, and Pitch = 

3.5m. 
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The modules are configured in portrait and placed side to create one row/shed. To optimize 

the set-up, 6 different pitch scenarios are considered, and each with 3 varying tilt angles, 

giving a total of 18 scenarios. For each pitch, the top three (power producing) tilt angles are 

selected, to narrow down the best scenario.  

These different scenarios will allow us to compute the output generation to capital cost 

ratio. Note, the pricing methods used are explained in more detail in the next chapter, however 

for the solar model the entire cost structure is based on ratios related to total installed module 

cost. The Performance Ratio (PR) the modules are also considered. PR is a ratio of the actual 

and theoretical energy output of a solar cell/module. 

A simple area calculation allows us to calculate the number of modules that can fit 

within the required area.  

 

 

(20) 

Using the idea of ground coverage ratio, the power to cost ratio for the 18 tilt and pitch 

combinations were found by simulating each pitch and tilt angle on PVSyst, and the results 

are shown in Table 3. The 18 scenarios of tilt and pitch variance, showing the varying annual 

power output and total project cost estimate.. 

 

# 
Pitch distance 

[m] 
Tilt angle 

[°] 
Performance 

Ratio (PR) 

Simulated Power 
Production 
(kWh/yr.) 

Estimated 
Project Cost 

($) 

Power 
to Cost 
Ratio  

 

1 3 19 0.86 24,758,000 $13,828,320  1.788  

2 3 20 0.857 24,741,000 $13,828,320  1.789  

3 3 21 0.854 24,713,000 $13,828,320  1.787  

4 3.25 20 0.859 23,063,000 $12,765,060  1.807  

5 3.25 21 0.857 23,068,000 $12,765,060  1.807  

6 3.25 22 0.855 23,062,000 $12,765,060  1.807  

7 3.5 24 0.859 21,528,000 $11,849,310  1.817  

8 3.5 23 0.857 21,534,000 $11,849,310  1.817  

9 3.5 22 0.856 21,533,000 $11,849,310  1.817  

10 3.75 23 0.86 20,167,000 $11,064,240  1.823  

11 3.75 24 0.859 20,169,000 $11,064,240  1.823  

12 3.75 25 0.857 20,163,000 $11,064,240  1.822  

13 4 24 0.86 18,943,000 $10,369,260  1.827  

14 4 25 0.858 18,943,000 $10,369,260  1.827  

15 4 26 0.857 18,936,000 $10,369,260  1.826  

16 4.25 23 0.862 17,782,000 $9,760,410  1.827  

17 4.25 24 0.861 17,789,000 $9,760,410  1.827  

18 4.25 25 0.86 17,791,000 $9,760,410  1.826  

Table 3. The 18 scenarios of tilt and pitch variance, showing the varying annual power 

output and total project cost estimate. 

𝑛𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑒𝑙𝑠  =
𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎

𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ ∗ 𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ
 =

100,000

3.5 ∗ 1.05
=   27,210 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑠 
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From the table above we can see that as the power production goes down so does the 

price. Depending on the project aim, if a certain power production level must be met, then 

that makes the selection process easier as both maximum area and power will be fixed 

parameters. For this project however, we will consider power production as a free variable 

and try to optimize the selection based on the PR and the Power to cost ratio. 

When analyzing PR, we are looking for an outcome that has a higher value i.e., a better 

ratio of actual power to theoretical power. Scenario 16 has the best yield, however the power 

production is very low even though the power to cost ratio is high. If we look at a 

combination of PR and Power to cost ratio, we narrow down the best-case scenario to 

number 13. Although it is tied for the highest PR, it also has a higher power to cost ratio 

than scenario 10. Hence the selected parameters for this project are a tilt angle of 24°, a pitch 

distance of 4m. 

3.2.3 System Components 

Canadian Solar was chosen as the supplier for PV modules due to its bankability 

metrics, having been awarded the highest rank by Bloomberg based on quality, reliability, 

and trustable corporate reputation. Long term reliability is an important factor when 

considering a long lifecycle power plant. PV-Tech, an established online PV news resource, 

also awarded Canadian Solar an ‘AA’ rating in 2019, the highest possible bankability rating, 

reflecting a good reputation [47]. Apart from that, Canadian Solar Inc. is one of the world’s 

largest solar power companies, publicly trading on the stock exchange (NASDAQ: CSIQ) 

and having a firm commitment to sustainable social and environmental development. 

Bankability is important for long term projects as replacing or repairing panels may be 

needed periodically, and ensuring the manufacturer still exists and produces the panels is 

important. Changing a single or multiple panels in an array can lead to mismatch, where an 

entire string will produce as much energy as the lowest performing panel. This means having 

a newer and more efficient panel in an array of older PV models will cause it to underperform 

to match the lowest performing module in the array. 

The proposed FPV system consists of the CS3W-440P SE Silicon Polycrystalline PV 

module from Canadian Solar. These modules have the following specifications: 

• Nominal Power = 440Wp (at Standard Testing Conditions (STC)). 

• Dimensions = 2108mm × 1048mm, 40mm. 

• Voc = 53.5V (at -10°C) 

• Vmpp = 35.1V (at 60°C) 

 

The inverter chosen was the SMA 455kW 500 CP-10-JP model, having the following 

specifications: 

• Vmpp max =600V 

• Power threshold = 2500W.  

•  

When using PVSyst, the system automatically generates calculates the number of 

strings and inverters as well as the optimal modules per string based upon the specifications 

of the solar module. This is done by matching the inverter maximum input voltage (600V) 

with the module open circuit voltage, Voc (53.5V). That means we can have a total of 

600/53.5 = 11.21, rounded down to 11 modules per string.  
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When considering the optimal scenario from the previous subsection, a tilt angle of 

24°, pitch of 4 and module width of 1.05m, nmma (maximum number of modules by area) 

that can fit the required area is: 

 

(21) 

However, (given the inverter parameters) the maximum number of modules in a string 

is 11, so to correct this number we must round it down to multiples of modules per string. 

This gives us the nmms (maximum number of modules by strings) of 23,804 modules (2164 

full strings). 

There are a total of 24 inverters used, with 1 catering to every 100 strings. The inverter 

has a string input of 9, so combiner boxes will be used to permit this connection. 

3.2.1 Losses 

Losses occur due to location, installation type, etc. Although there are some losses that 

exist equally for both floating and land-based PV, FPV can have several losses that are 

reduced when compared to land that can be simulated/edited on PVSyst, that will be 

discussed in this section. 

3.2.1.1 Thermal Losses 

Thermal behavior of PV modules shows a correlation between body temperature and 

cell performance [48]. This can be expressed in the equation: 

 

(22) 

Where; 

  𝑝rA is the instantaneous array performance ratio. 

  𝑝rA0 is the performance ratio at Standard Test Conditions4. 

  𝛶𝑝 is the coefficient of power. 

∆T is the difference of the current temperature and the temperature at standard 

test conditions (°C). 

 

 This dependency can be represented in terms of thermal heat loss by calculating the 

heat loss coefficient, ‘U’ for the system. A lower heat loss coefficient value represents a lower 

rate of heat dissipation, and generally a higher value is desired. The U-value can be split up 

into two parts, partially constant and partially wind dependent as seen in (23. 

 

(23) 

 

 
4 STC are industrial standards for the conditions which solar panels are tested to accurately compare modules of 

different manufacturers. 

𝑛𝑚𝑚𝑎 =
𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎

𝑃𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ. 𝑊𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ
=

100,000

(4). (1.05)
=  23809.52 𝑜𝑟 23,809 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑠 

𝑝𝑟𝐴 = 𝑝𝑟𝐴0(1 + 𝛶. ∆𝑇) 

𝑈 = 𝑈𝑐 + 𝑣. 𝑈𝑣  
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 PVsyst allows us to directly select the U value depending on approximation or 

measurements and even has certain presets that are helpful. Literature suggests that the value 

of the heat loss coefficient for floating is much higher than land based [49]. According to 

that study, two different floating PV projects showed a median heat loss coefficient of 57 

W/m2K and 37 W/m2K when compared with three land-based projects having an average 34 

W/m2K. For our simulation, we have used a value of 50 W/m2K. The default value suggested 

by PVSyst is 15 W/m2K which can be attributed to the software currently having no project 

options that cater to floating PV. 

3.2.1.2 Partial Shading Losses 

Partial shading of PV cells/modules occurs when a single or multiple modules are 

being partially or fully covered. The total loss depends on the type of panel and which 

portion of the panel(s) receive shade. As discussed earlier, a panel is made up of multiple 

PV cells [50]. Once a cell is shaded voltage starts flowing in reverse, and after the breakdown 

voltage5 of the diode, the shaded solar cell acts as a load, resulting in dissipated power. As 

the power gets redirected to the shaded cell the temperature increases and it can result in 

permanent damage to the PV cell. Bypass diodes can be added between a set of series cells 

to prevent this. Bypass diodes cause current to be redirected away from a set of cells that 

have a lower current than another string. Portrait oriented panel with 6 shaded cells resulting 

in 2 strings (40 cells) being bypassed.Figure 3.2.6 shows how bypass diodes help redirect 

current (red) through a shaded PV module. 

 

Figure 3.2.6 Portrait oriented panel with 6 shaded cells resulting in 2 strings (40 

 
5 Breakdown Voltage is the largest reverse voltage that can be applied to a diode before an exponential increase 

in current. 
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cells) being bypassed. 

Once activated the current is safely diverted, but the loss of the PV module is 2/3rds 

of its total output. In conditions like snow, when accumulation can occur on the bottom, or 

with interrow shading where the previous panel eclipses the next panel, we can always 

expect the lower part of the panel to be shaded first, which in portrait mode would mean the 

entire module may be bypassed and power production would be 0. One way to overcome 

this is to place the panels in landscape, as seen in Figure 3.2.7. Here, if snow or interrow 

shading cause the entire lower third of the panel to be shaded, only one set of series cells 

will be affected and bypassed, and the power output of the module will be 2/3rds of its 

power. Therefore, consideration of potential partial shading must be taken before deciding 

on a set up orientation. 

 

Figure 3.2.7 Landscape oriented panel with 6 shaded cells resulting in 1 string (20 

cells) being bypassed. 

Partial shading can be from near shading, where a nearby structure casts a shadow 

over some or all the panels, interrow shading, where adjacent rows block sunlight from 

reaching a panel, and horizon shading, where elevations on the horizon like mountainous 

regions delay irradiation either after sunrise or before sunset (and in between in some extreme 

cases).  

Partial shading by near shading for FPV can be reduced by optimizing the location of 

the plant away from any structures or trees. For interrow shading, placing panels in landscape 

reduces its impact.  

Additionally, since a string of panels is connected in series, a loss of current through 

one PV panel results in a loss of the entire string. One way of avoiding this is by utilizing 

micro inverters, wherein each module operates individually with its own microinverter, so if 

one panel drops in performance due to partial shading or otherwise, the other panels are 

unaffected. 

In this study, by the optimization in the orientation section, the current scenario 

attempts to reduce the amount of partial shading losses incurred by adequate spacing. For 

scenario 13, Figure 3.2.8 shows the annual irradiation for varying tilt angles. When 

comparing this with Figure 3.2.4, we can see that with a single plane the ideal orientation is 

33° but with introducing shading losses it is more efficient to introduce a tilt of 24°. 
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Figure 3.2.8 Annual Irradiation for varying plane tilts. The green line shows pure 

transposition irradiation, while the black and orange lines show irradiation 

with shading and electrical shading effects. 

3.2.1.3 Unavailability 

Unavailability fraction is set at 2%, which represents days in the year where there may 

be scheduled maintenance or unforeseen system failures. Unavailability affects both land 

and floating based PV projects in the same manner, so the default setting is used on PVSyst, 

which was 58 hours at 3 random points in the year (January, February, and July) 

3.2.1.4 Module Mismatch 

As stated earlier, with a string of modules or cells, it is the lowest current that dictates 

the current of the entire string. These mismatches occur naturally as no two panels are 

identical, and usually mean there is some margin of difference between module output in a 

string. Mismatch can also be due to partial shading or uneven soiling loss. Varying string 

wire length can lead to mismatch which can occur when using large central inverters. 

Temperature can also lead to a mismatch, where boundary modules might be cooler than the 

modules are the center. Generally, mismatch losses remain very similar to land based solar 

projects, so the default setting is used on PVsyst. 

3.2.1.5 Aging 

The aging tool on PVSyst allows you to factor in degradation of the panels over time. 

On PVSyst, the aging tool affects the PV module itself and the mismatch factor between 

modules (as they degrade at different rates). Damaged panels need to be repaired or replaced, 

which is why having a highly bankable panel supplier is important. The average degradation 
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factor is 0.4%, and the simulated results cover a span of 25 years. 

3.2.1.6 Soiling Loss 

Soiling loss can be due to dirt, debris or animal waste that settles on the module surface 

reducing the transparency of the glazed surface and therefore its performance. PVSyst sets 

soiling loss at a default value of 3%. Since floating solar takes place atop water surfaces 

where dust accumulation is low and tends to be absorbed by water before having the 

opportunity to settle on the surfaces of modules, while annual precipitation is very low, and 

California historically has not received significant snowfall to have snow related soiling 

losses. We therefore have set this value to 1%. 

3.2.2 Horizon Profile 

PVSyst allows the user to create or import a horizon profile. A horizon profile is the 

elevation angle of the horizon along the azimuth of a reference point. This projects what the 

horizon looks like around a point for 360° (although only the maximum and minimum 

azimuth angles are required). SolarGIS was used to create a horizon file, which is an online 

platform that allows the analysis of historical, recent, and forecast data for almost any 

location. It allows the user to produce horizon profiles for a given location and when used 

on the project site coordinates yielded the following results: 

 

Azimuth [°] Height [°] Azimuth [°] Height [°] Azimuth [°] Height [°] 

-180 3.5 -60 12.4 60 4.2 

-173 5.3 -53 11.3 68 4.6 

-165 7.4 -45 10.9 75 2.1 

-158 9.2 -38 10.2 83 2.8 

-150 10.6 -30 9.5 90 3.5 

-143 10.9 -23 8.8 98 3.9 

-135 9.5 -15 9.2 105 6 

-128 7.8 -8 8.8 113 6.7 

-120 9.9 0 7.4 120 6.7 

-113 10.6 8 5.3 128 8.1 

-105 9.2 15 4.9 135 9.2 

-98 7.1 23 4.2 143 8.1 

-90 9.2 30 3.9 150 5.6 

-83 10.6 38 2.1 158 4.6 

-75 11.3 45 1.4 165 4.2 

-68 12 53 3.5 173 4.6 

Table 4 Imported Horizon Profile from SolarGIS 

After importing the data into PVSyst, the horizon profile can be generated from the 

SolarGIS data as seen in Figure 3.2.9 . The shaded grey area represents the mountainous 

surroundings that block the sun at low solar height angles, while the yellow shaded area 

highlights the solar path throughout the year. As it can be seen, -120° to 120° are the extreme 

azimuth angles of the sun paths.  
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Figure 3.2.9 Horizon profile graphic from PVSyst. 

3.2.3 Layout 

The layout of the project is based on a 30-shed set up having 26 rows with 72 strings 

and 4 rows with 73 strings. This accommodates the total 2164 strings.  

Figure 3.2.10 shows the proposed set up. The length of the project would be the 

maximum strings per row (73 strings) multiplied by the length of one string 

(11*1.05=11.55m) which is 833.14m and a width of 120m (30 rows * 4m pitch). The total 

area being 99,976.8m2 just under the 100,000m2 limit consistent with the evaporation model. 

A Single Line Diagram can also be found in the Appendix (see 7.5 Single Line Diagram). 
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Figure 3.2.10 Planned layout and positioning of the proposed FPV plant on the San 

Vicente Reservoir, San Diego California. 
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3.2.4 Overview of assumptions in the solar model 

• Soiling losses reduction for FPV from 3% to 1% is based on the characteristics 

of soiling losses on land such as presence of dust and debris, and the fact that 

this occurs to a lesser extent on water as water has the potential to absorb dust 

before it reaches the panels. No actual prior study was used when making this 

approximation. Given the low magnitude of the loss contribution, the impact 

of this assumption will be minimal. 

• The Aging and degradation loss tool assumes the plant will operate for 25 

years. The panel degradation is expected to be lower than the module warranty 

over the same period as seen in Figure 3.2.11. 

 

Figure 3.2.11 Degradation of panels as a function of basic degradation (blue) and annual 

increasing mismatch (orange) with the module warranty as reference (black). 

• The horizon profile is derived from the exact coordinates presented. Site 

surveying and final placement might differ which could change the horizon 

profile. Also, since this is a floating solar project, if the reservoir is 

experiencing a hot year, the water level may drop, and the horizon profile 

might rise. We assume this horizon profile stays the same on average and the 

differences in water level and positioning are negligible. Future structures that 

may partially block out sunlight are also not considered, however since the 

surrounding area is mountainous it seems like a fair assumption. 

• Wiring and Structural Balance of System (BOS) are considered standard and 

not included in the calculations of the FPV model. All mechanical and 

auxiliary electrical calculations are considered physically feasible to execute 

the project as per the said design. 

• The simulation of the model runs on a P50 approach. This means that the 

probability of the power output being 18.84 GWh is 50%. The P90 value for 

this simulation was 18.10GWh and has a 0.58GWh variance of 4%. 

3.3 Validation of Temperature Data 

Previously, the evaporation model incorporated real temperature data from a nearby 

site, whereas the PVSyst model uses synthetically generated data based on monthly 

averages. The PVSyst data and the real data must be comparable for the study to be valid.  

Using the advance simulation option, we can obtain the hourly synthetic PVSyst 

temperature data, which can be imported into MATLAB (see 7.3 Solar Validation Code) 

both hourly data are plotted into one line graph as seen in Figure 3.3.1 and Figure 3.3.2. The 

same data is categorized in daily data sets and seen in Figure 3.3.3 and Figure 3.3.4. The 

average difference between the two data sets was 3.99%. 
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Figure 3.3.1 Hourly temperature for the real and PVSyst generated temperature(°C) 

 

Figure 3.3.2 Histogram of the hourly temperature difference (°C) of the real and 

PVSyst generated temperature  
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Figure 3.3.3 Daily temperature for the real and PVSyst generated temperature(°C) 

 

 

 

Figure 3.3.4 Histogram of the daily temperature difference (°C) of the real and 

PVSyst generated temperature 
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3.4 Results 

Once we have the input parameters, we run an aging simulation. Here we set the aging 

parameters and the duration of the project is set to 25 years. Since we have one met file that 

is the monthly averages synthesized data, this is used for all 25 years. There is an option for 

using specific yearly met data, however it isn’t used for this project as there is no available 

data, so frequency of years simulated option remains irrelevant as the same file is being 

simulated each time. From here we can run the simulation and generate the report which can 

be seen in the appendix subchapter 7.4. For the first year the production is 18,840 MWh/yr. 

with an average PR of 0.858 for a pitch of 4m and a tilt angle of 24°. Figure 3.4.1 shows the 

graphical output for the aging losses over the 25 years. Figure 3.4.2 shows the monthly PR, 

where dips in January, February and January are linked to the periods of unavailability of the 

project as defined in project losses. In Figure 3.4.3 we can also see the effect of unavailability 

losses such as in July which constituted to 9% of the total losses during that month. 

 

Figure 3.4.1 Annual production over 25 years using the aging degradation tool on 

PVSyst 
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Figure 3.4.2 Monthly PR of the FPV project 

 

 

 

Figure 3.4.3 Normalized production per installed kWp. 
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Figure 3.4.4 shows a side-by-side comparison of the loss diagrams for the months of 

January and July. January represents a winter month with shorter days and lesser irradiation, 

while July represents a month that has the higher irradiation levels.  The time the system 

remained unavailable, for both January and July, was 58 hours while the losses were 4.4% 

and 9% respectively. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.4.4 Loss diagrams for the months of January (left) and July(right) 
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Chapter 4 

4Financial Model 

4.1 Methodology 

This model will use MS Excel to combine the simulated results from the Solar and 

Evaporation Model to evaluate the finances of the project. Hourly prices from CAISO will 

be used along with hourly power production from the solar model to simulate hourly 

revenue. A lifetime analysis is made, and a sensitivity analysis is performed. This process is 

shown once in full with the final optimal design, but the process was performed repeatedly 

for sensitivity studies before this final version. Figure 4.1.1 PFD of Financial Model. shows 

the PFD of the financial model. The red and grey lines are data taken from the previous 

models (evaporation and solar). 

 

 

Figure 4.1.1 PFD of Financial Model. 

4.1.1 CAPEX 

CAPEX or Capital Expenditure refers to all expenditures that a project needs to 

achieve operation. For FPV, this includes everything from the hardware costs (solar 

modules, inverters, etc.) to the labor and licensing costs. These occur before the operation 

of the power plant and the development can take multiple years. Financial models can simply 

this to bulk all these costs to “Year 0” when looking at a lifetime analysis. 

For the module cost, the selected Canadian Solar Inc. module from the previous 

chapter was priced from an  online vendor [51], while the other major components were 

taken from benchmarks for Q1 of 2020 published by the NREL [52]. Figure 4.1.2 US 

Benchmark costs for utility scale PV shows a graphical price breakdown of all the major 
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CAPEX components. The model uses a USD per Watt units and since the proposed project 

is 10MW (10.116 MWDC) and fixed tilt, the corresponding values were used.  

Some changes were made from the NREL graphic, namely the land acquisition costs, 

the transmission line costs and the structural BOS costs. The land acquisition cost was not 

included in the graphic but included in the report based on previous models of NREL and 

had a rate of 0.03 $/W. For transmission line costs, projects of 10MW and below were 

negligible which, coupled with the fact that there is an existing grid connection for 

preexisting hydropower, meant for the purpose of this project all transmission line costs 

were disregarded. The Structural BOS which includes the foundation costs, framework, and 

housing for equipment, was also reduced by 50%, as much of this will be absorbed by the 

cost of the anchoring and mooring system, which includes the framework for holding 

modules and the floating foundation. The Subtotal 1 in Table 5 shows this total. 

 

 

Figure 4.1.2 US Benchmark costs for utility scale PV. 

For the floating anchoring and mooring system component, a recent study compared 

the costs of using fiber reinforced polymeric plastic (FRP), aluminum and steel components 

for the anchoring and mooring system. It found that FRP members displayed superior 

performance and cost up to 2.5 times less when compared to steel and aluminum [53]. The 

cost for the 1MW project was $799,701. We used this price and scaled it to the proposed 

project size (10MW) and is shown in subtotal 2 of Table 5. Combining these two cost 

aspects, we get the total CAPEX cost. 
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Table 5 CAPEX costs summary 

4.1.2 OPEX  

Operational Expenditure (OPEX) refers to all ongoing costs for maintaining and 

running the power plant. Usually this is referred to the Operation and Maintenance costs 

(O&M) for solar. This may include module/inverter replacement, cleaning and pest 

management, land lease, property tax and operations administration costs. These are 

measured annually for the lifetime of the project. 

There is a lack of well documented O&M costs relating to floating PV since the 

technology is a relatively new concept, and since O&M costs only occur after the project 

has started operating.  According to the NREL study used before, O&M for land-based 

utility-scale PV was around 16 $/kW-year. One study concluded that an acceptable rate was 

26$/kW-year [54], noting that availability of water might reduce difficulty in daily cleaning 

and maintenance but mooring and anchoring meant additional costs for underwater 

inspections and tests which would be an added cost.  

For this project 26 $/kW-year was used for projections due to lack of substantial 

academic material on the matter. With this value, the OPEX costs are 272,324.00 $/year. 

The OPEX doesn’t include any refurbishment costs 

4.1.3 Price of Water 

The calculated water saved from our evaporation model in 2018 was 162,393,681.15 

liters. We can use this to estimate a cost saving benefit. The water saving was assumed to 

be the same annually for the duration of the project, not considering increased evaporation 

due to increased temperature as a result of climate change.  

The San Diego public utilities rates for water for the commercial and industrial sector 

as well as the irrigation sector were averaged. This is displayed in Table 6. 

Item Unit Cost ($/W) Project Capacity (W) Subtotal 

Module  $                     0.26                      10,474,000   $            2,723,240.00  

Inverter  $                     0.05                      10,474,000   $               523,700.00  

Structural BOS  $                     0.05                      10,474,000   $               523,700.00  

Electrical BOS  $                     0.11                      10,474,000   $            1,152,140.00  

Installation Labour and Equipment  $                     0.12                      10,474,000   $            1,256,880.00  

EPC Overhead  $                     0.07                      10,474,000   $               733,180.00  

Tax  $                     0.04                      10,474,000   $               418,960.00  

Developer Overhead  $                     0.07                      10,474,000   $               733,180.00  

Contingency  $                     0.03                      10,474,000   $               314,220.00  

EPC/Developer Profit  $                     0.08                      10,474,000   $               837,920.00  

Land Acquisition and Transmission line  $                     0.03                      10,474,000   $               314,220.00  

  

  

Subtotal 1  $            9,531,340.00  

  

Unit Cost ($/MW) Project Capacity (MW)   

Floating anchor and mooring system  $         799,701.00  10  $            7,997,010.00  

  

Subtotal 2  $            7,997,010.00  

Total $ 17,528,350.00  
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Table 6. Water Billing Rates from the San Diego Public Utilities Authority 

 

The rates are given in Hundred Cubic Feet (HCF) and converted to liters. This per unit 

rate (multiplied with our total simulated water savings in the year) yielded a revenue of 

$380,251.13 for the first year.  

Using a fixed billing rate over the 25 years of the project would give us a revenue of 

$9,506,278.25. However, considering inflation and the water scarcity in California, this 

approach would be an underestimate. To factor in the future increase in water billing rates, 

historical data must be analyzed. 

One study provided historical water consumption rates for the residential sector, for 

varying tiers of water consumption [55]. That means more water consumed resulted in 

higher applied fee. Although the residential sector doesn’t apply to the FPV project, we are 

only interested in the annual rate increase, so for this reason and due to the lack of available 

data, this was believed to be an acceptable method. Table 7 show the pricing and percentage 

increases for water rates over the years 2015 to 2019. 

 

  

Jan-15 Jan-16 Aug-17 Aug-18 Sep-19 

15m3 50m3 100m3 15m3 50m3 100m3 15m3 50m3 100m3 15m3 50m3 100m3 15m3 50m3 100m3 

Connection 
Charge ($) 20.31 20.31 20.31 22.26 22.26 22.26 24.22 24.22 24.22 24.74 24.74 24.74 26.30 26.30 26.30 

Variable 
Charge ($) 21.25 85.76 239.68 23.13 93.41 261.09 26.40 106.59 297.88 26.97 108.88 304.31 28.67 115.72 323.40 

Total ($) 41.56 106.07 259.99 45.39 115.67 283.35 50.62 130.81 322.10 51.71 133.62 329.05 54.97 142.02 349.70 

Average 
($) 135.87 148.14 167.84 171.46 182.23 

Annual 
Increase 

(%)   9% 13% 2% 6% 

Table 7 Charges for water by consumption volume, 2015-2019. 

 

The average annual increase was 7.69% which showed close relation to the numbers 

published by an internal performance audit of the public utilities department. They noted an 

increase in water billing rates by 6.4% in July 2016 and another 6.4% in July 2017 [56]. The 

inflation rate over the same period (2016 to 2017) was averaging 1.53%, showing that 

besides inflation, there was also a rising cost to supply water, and increasing demand. The 

assumption made is that the water rate increases at a rate of 7.69% per annum for the duration 

of the project lifetime. While the water rate might not increase at a constant 7.69% over 25 

Water Revenue 

Sector Water Billing Rate $/HCF  Water Billing Rate $/L 

Commercial & Industrial rate  $                                      6.21   $                         0.002192  

Irrigation  $                                      7.05   $                         0.002491  

Average  $                                      6.63   $                         0.002342  
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years, the evaporation rate would also possibly not stay constant over the same period due 

to climate change and increased temperature. In this case we consider both the rate of 

increase and the total water evaporated per year constant. 

4.1.4 Price of Electricity 

Solar energy has a daily cycle, where it peaks during the day and has no production 

during the night. Electricity however is supplied all day, fluctuating drastically during peak 

and non-peak hours. Hence pricing the annual power production of the FPV plant with the 

average cost of electricity would be highly inaccurate. In this case, using the power produced 

in the first year (18,835 MWh) multiplied by the average electricity rate (44.19$/MWh) 

gives us $832,316.20 In order to price the electricity accurately, hourly electricity rates 

should be compared with the hourly production of electricity.  

Using the CAISO Open Access Same-time Information System (OASIS), nodal data 

containing the LMP for the year 2018 was acquired. The node selected was 

‘LOSCOCHS_6_N034’ which is the closest node to the San Vicente Reservoir, some 7km 

south of the project. The data must be formatted to match each hour of the LMP with the 

corresponding hourly energy output from the PVSyst file. The total electricity revenue for 

the year 2018 was $627,771.65 and provided higher accuracy than using average electricity 

prices. 
 To project a revenue increase for the lifetime of the project, just as was done with the 

water pricing, the average annual increase for electricity prices for the years 2015 to 2018 

were used as shown in Table 8. The result was an average rate increase of 1.82% which was 

selected as our electricity price increase percentage for the duration of the project. 

 

 year  

Sector 2015 2016 2017 2018 average 

industrial 

Rate ($/kWh) 0.123 0.122 0.129 0.132 0.1265 

Change (%)  -0.81% 5.74% 2.33% 2.42% 

commercial 

Rate ($/kWh) 0.157 0.151 0.158 0.163 0.15725 

Change (%)  -3.82% 4.64% 3.16% 1.33% 

Table 8 Growth of electricity prices for the years 2015 to 2018. 

Since we have the electricity revenue and production for the first year, we can estimate 

an approximate average per MWh rate for the electricity price. For the first year this was 

33.33 $/MWh.  
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4.1.5 Project Lifetime Analysis 

4.1.5.1 Costs 

Shows the total incurred costs for the project duration accounting for the CAPEX 

and OPEX costs. 

Some of the key points: 

1. CAPEX costs only occur during ‘year 0’, or the period before the project 

begins operation 

2. OPEX costs occur every year the power plant produces power until the 

decommissioning at year 25. This does not include decommissioning and 

refurbishment 

 

 

Year CAPEX ($) OPEX ($) Total ($) 

0   17,528,350.00   -              17,528,350.00  

1  -   272,324.00                    272,324.00  

2  -   272,324.00                    272,324.00  

3  -   272,324.00                    272,324.00  

4  -   272,324.00                    272,324.00  

5  -   272,324.00                    272,324.00  

6  -   272,324.00                    272,324.00  

7  -   272,324.00                    272,324.00  

8  -   272,324.00                    272,324.00  

9  -   272,324.00                    272,324.00  

10  -   272,324.00                    272,324.00  

11  -   272,324.00                    272,324.00  

12  -   272,324.00                    272,324.00  

13  -   272,324.00                    272,324.00  

14  -   272,324.00                    272,324.00  

15  -   272,324.00                    272,324.00  

16  -   272,324.00                    272,324.00  

17  -   272,324.00                    272,324.00  

18  -   272,324.00                    272,324.00  

19  -   272,324.00                    272,324.00  

20  -   272,324.00                    272,324.00  

21  -   272,324.00                    272,324.00  

22  -   272,324.00                    272,324.00  

23  -   272,324.00                    272,324.00  

24  -   272,324.00                    272,324.00  

25  -   272,324.00                    272,324.00  

Total ($)               24,336,450.00  

Table 9 Total project costs (CAPEX and OPEX) 
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4.1.5.2 Revenue Stream 

The Water and Electricity sales can be added to find the total revenue for the project. 

Some of the key elements are:   

1. The Water rates are projected based on price data of the past 5 years. 

2. The amount of water saved from evaporation loss in considered as a constant 

for every year over the 25-year period. This value is considered a conservative 

estimate. 

3. The power produced is simulated with aging and degradation, meaning annual 

yield decreases from the inception to the decommissioning of the project 

4. The initial power rate (33.33 $/MWh) is calculated based on the revenue 

calculated from the hourly nodal price and hourly power production. 

Subsequent rates from year 2 to 25 are based on the rate of year 1 and the 

increment rate of electricity prices based on the 4-year price trend. 

 

 Rate Increase 7.69%  Rate Increase 1.82%  

Year 
Water Saved 

(litres) 
Water Rate 

($/L) 
 Water 

Revenue ($)  

 Power 
Produced 

(MWh)  
Power Rate 

($/MWh) 
 Electricity 

Revenue ($)  

1    162,393,681.2               0.00234          380,251.13                    18,835              33.33          627,770.55  

2    162,393,681.2               0.00252          409,496.94                    18,762              33.94          636,718.60  

3    162,393,681.2               0.00272          440,992.10                    18,682              34.55          645,542.54  

4    162,393,681.2               0.00292          474,909.60                    18,594              35.18          654,195.30  

5    162,393,681.2               0.00315          511,435.77                    18,498              35.82          662,662.60  

6    162,393,681.2               0.00339          550,771.23                    18,389              36.48          670,747.23  

7    162,393,681.2               0.00365          593,132.05                    18,270              37.14          678,535.25  

8    162,393,681.2               0.00393          638,750.91                    18,145              37.82          686,157.69  

9    162,393,681.2               0.00424          687,878.41                    18,019              38.50          693,794.32  

10    162,393,681.2               0.00456          740,784.39                    17,892              39.20          701,442.44  

11    162,393,681.2               0.00491          797,759.47                    17,771              39.92          709,378.64  

12    162,393,681.2               0.00529          859,116.61                    17,657              40.64          717,655.88  

13    162,393,681.2               0.00570          925,192.83                    17,546              41.38          726,123.60  

14    162,393,681.2               0.00614          996,351.10                    17,438              42.14          734,788.23  

15    162,393,681.2               0.00661       1,072,982.28                    17,331              42.90          743,570.64  

16    162,393,681.2               0.00712       1,155,507.31                    17,230              43.68          752,691.45  

17    162,393,681.2               0.00766       1,244,379.48                    17,133              44.48          762,075.87  

18    162,393,681.2               0.00825       1,340,086.98                    17,035              45.29          771,507.28  

19    162,393,681.2               0.00889       1,443,155.51                    16,934              46.11          780,891.22  

20    162,393,681.2               0.00957       1,554,151.24                    16,827              46.95          790,079.46  

21    162,393,681.2               0.01031       1,673,683.84                    16,705              47.81          798,626.37  

22    162,393,681.2               0.01110       1,802,409.92                    16,569              48.68          806,541.20  

23    162,393,681.2               0.01195       1,941,036.55                    16,427              49.56          814,182.21  

24    162,393,681.2               0.01287       2,090,325.22                    16,280              50.47          821,581.87  

25    162,393,681.2               0.01386       2,251,095.94                    16,131              51.38          828,878.41  

Total     26,575,636.83      18,216,138.86  

Table 10 Total Revenue of the project (water and electricity) 
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4.1.5.3 Net Present Value (NPV) 

The NPV is the sum of all the costs and revenue after being discounted to the present 

day. The principle behind NPV is that future cash is worth less than present cash. The NPV 

is an important tool from an investor/stakeholder perspective to evaluate the profitability of 

a project, as well as the risk incurred when undertaking the investment. The NPV is given 

by the formula: 

 

(24) 

Where; 

  ‘I’ is the initial investment. 

  ‘n’ is the year of the cash-flow. 

  ‘N’ is the final year or the total number of time periods. 

  ‘Cn’ is the cash flow for the period n. 

  ‘d’ is the discount rate. 

 

Note that the denominator term gets exponentially bigger as the time period progresses 

(n increases), meaning later years have lesser significance. The discount rate chosen was 

6%, which is considered based on a recent report [55] which found the discount rates across 

Europe and North America averaged 6%, 6.5% and 7% for solar, onshore wind and offshore 

wind respectfully. The lifetime of the project ‘N’ is 25 years. Table 11 shows the calculation 

of the NPV using (24).  

1. The cash flow is the revenue minus the costs and represents either cash inflows 

or outflows during the year. 

2. After year 15 the project would break even, wherein the initial investment cost 

would be overcome. 
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Table 11 NPV for the FPV project considering water savings and electricity 

production 

 

 

 

 

 Discount Rate 6.00%    

Year Total Revenue ($) Total Cost ($) Cash Flow ($) 

Cumulative 
Profit/Loss ($) NPV ($) 

0 - 17,528,350.00 (17,528,350.00) (17,528,350.00) (17,528,350.00) 

1 1,008,021.68 272,324.00 735,697.68 (16,792,652.32) 694,054.42 

2 1,046,215.54 272,324.00 773,891.54 (16,018,760.78) 688,760.72 

3 1,086,534.64 272,324.00 814,210.64 (15,204,550.14) 683,626.95 

4 1,129,104.90 272,324.00 856,780.90 (14,347,769.24) 678,650.72 

5 1,174,098.37 272,324.00 901,774.37 (13,445,994.87) 673,858.27 

6 1,221,518.46 272,324.00 949,194.46 (12,496,800.41) 669,144.64 

7 1,271,667.30 272,324.00 999,343.30 (11,497,457.11) 664,620.37 

8 1,324,908.60 272,324.00 1,052,584.60 (10,444,872.51) 660,404.60 

9 1,381,672.73 272,324.00 1,109,348.73 (9,335,523.78) 656,621.81 

10 1,442,226.83 272,324.00 1,169,902.83 (8,165,620.94) 653,267.63 

11 1,507,138.11 272,324.00 1,234,814.11 (6,930,806.83) 650,484.67 

12 1,576,772.49 272,324.00 1,304,448.49 (5,626,358.34) 648,270.94 

13 1,651,316.43 272,324.00 1,378,992.43 (4,247,365.90) 646,525.46 

14 1,731,139.33 272,324.00 1,458,815.33 (2,788,550.57) 645,235.43 

15 1,816,552.92 272,324.00 1,544,228.92 (1,244,321.64) 644,352.78 

16 1,908,198.76 272,324.00 1,635,874.76 391,553.11 643,956.02 

17 2,006,455.36 272,324.00 1,734,131.36 2,125,684.47 643,994.68 

18 2,111,594.26 272,324.00 1,839,270.26 3,964,954.72 644,376.91 

19 2,224,046.73 272,324.00 1,951,722.73 5,916,677.45 645,069.75 

20 2,344,230.69 272,324.00 2,071,906.69 7,988,584.15 646,030.30 

21 2,472,310.22 272,324.00 2,199,986.22 10,188,570.36 647,137.83 

22 2,608,951.12 272,324.00 2,336,627.12 12,525,197.48 648,425.94 

23 2,755,218.77 272,324.00 2,482,894.77 15,008,092.25 650,015.05 

24 2,911,907.09 272,324.00 2,639,583.09 17,647,675.34 651,920.40 

25 3,079,974.36 272,324.00 2,807,650.36 20,455,325.69 654,178.69 

Total ($) 44,791,775.69 24,336,450.00 20,455,325.69 

 

(1,095,365.02) 
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4.1.6 Sensitivity Analysis 

A sensitivity study was performed to understand which elements contributed most to 

the NPV. The variables that were analyzed were the discount rate, the water billing rate, and 

the electricity billing rate. The variables were changed one at a time and the results can be 

seen in Table 12 and Figure 4.1.3. The cells in yellow correspond to the values used for the 

financial model. 

 

Item   

Water rate (% 
annual increase) 1% 3% 5% 7.69% 10% 

NPV ($) 
       

(6,677,701.61) 
       

(5,518,752.57) 
       

(3,987,618.16) 
       

(1,095,365.02) 
         

2,481,745.52  

  

Electricity rate 
(% annual 
increase) 1% 1.82% 3% 4% 5% 

NPV ($) 
       

(1,756,533.91) 
       

(1,095,365.02) 
               

(6,267.73) 
         

1,064,755.21  
         

2,295,412.83  

  

discount rate 
(%) 2% 4% 6.00% 8% 10% 

NPV ($) 
       

10,493,995.37  
         

3,670,603.28  
       

(1,095,365.02) 
       

(4,489,750.06) 
       

(6,954,475.80) 

Table 12 Sensitivity analysis of water rate, electricity rate and discount rate (orange 

cells indicate original value). 

 

Figure 4.1.3 Graphical sensitivity analysis of water rate, electricity rate and discount 

rate  
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Chapter 5 

5Discussion 

5.1 Evaluation of results 

In this section, the various results gathered from the different models will be examined 

and evaluated. 

5.1.1 Evaporation Model Discussion 

In the evaporation model, the calibration was an unanticipated finding in our study. 

Smaller time frames proved to have more fluctuations and as discussed before the wind 

component of the penman equation contributed to these negative values. This occurred since 

the radiation part of the equation was 0 and the negative wind term was always greater than 

0. Considering the evaporation loss due to diffuse radiation also helped make the simulation 

more accurate.  

The hourly evaporation rate shows several spikes and choppiness, but when viewed as 

a cumulative curve, we can see good correlation between the seasonality of the weather 

conditions and the gradient of the curve, with summer months being much steeper than the 

winter months.  

The validation phase was also helpful in supporting the methodology of our study with 

an average difference of 0.093%. We can conclude that this evaporation model and the raw 

data used are valid.  

One important note is that the FPV panel was considered as a uniform coverage over 

the whole project area, but due to sheds and tilt angles, sunlight would reach the water’s 

surface through these openings. This is assumed to be negligible since the panels are south 

facing and compensate for the pitch opening by incorporating some shading losses. That 

means while there are shading losses, no substantial sunlight would reach the water surface 

over the coverage area. 

5.1.2 Solar Model Discussion 

For the solar model, the optimizing of the pitch and tilt angle were attempted with the 

18 scenarios presented. It is seen that the pitch and the power-to-cost ratio were directly 

correlated, but this value would increase so long as there is more than one row, and since 

power plants generally have a minimum power per square meter requirement prior to being 

undertaken. In this case we relied on the PR with the highest value combined with a good 

power to cost ratio. The tilt angle with the highest yield was much lower than the regional 

optimal tilt angle, as the effects of shading were seen in Figure 3.2.8.  

The aging tool allowed us to account for degradation of the power production over 

time. The data in Figure 3.4.1 shows a decaying effect a constant rate, but this may vary 

significantly from year to year, especially in the event of unforeseen damages and/or 
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malfunction and delays in maintenance. For the sake of this study however, this result was 

considered appropriate for later cost estimations.  

Figure 3.4.2 and Figure 3.4.3 show the effects of losses on the PR and output of the 

project for each month. One notable point is the effect of unavailability losses on the losses. 

Although January, February and July all have 58 hours of preset unavailability, the (output) 

loss has a greater effect on the month of July (9%) than in January (4.4%). This can be due 

to longer daylight hours, less cloud cover and higher solar angles resulting in greater incident 

irradiation. These losses can be seen in Figure 3.4.4. 

The validation of the solar model was mainly to ensure uniformity between two 

different meteorological datasets. In Figure 3.3.1 and Figure 3.3.2, It can be observed that 

the hourly plot has a lot of noise, and the histogram has many bins (bars on graph) due to 

the large number of data points. The number of bins can be adjusted, however instead the 

data was converted into a daily format and once again compared in Figure 3.3.3 and Figure 

3.3.4. The figures show good correlation between the two datasets. Some large spikes appear 

in the real recorded data due to heat or cold waves and extended phases of uncharacteristic 

weather, namely a cold spike in the month of March and a heat spike in July. In the 

synthesized versions, the monthly averages are used to create hourly data, so any major 

fluctuations are absorbed, and we see a more gradual seasonal transition with spikes of 

relatively lower magnitude. The total average difference between the two data sets was 

3.99% which is deemed an acceptable deviation for the purpose of this study, considering 

both data sets had the same overall trend. 

5.1.3 Financial model Discussion 

The financial model first tackles the CAPEX prices using a combination method of 

actual prices and price ratios. The module price was based on actual prices, with a value of 

$2,723,240.00. The NREL data was used for the remainder of the system as seen in Figure 

4.1.2. From the NREL ratios we can also see that the price of modules accounted for 35.96% 

(0.41/1.14) of the total cost. For our pricing, the cost of the modules accounted for 28.57% 

of the total project cost if it were comparable with the NREL study and land-based (cost of 

modules divided by total land-based CAPEX, $2,723,240.00/ $9,531,340.00). The 

difference between the NREL study and our pricing of the modules is therefore 7.39% 

(35.96% -28.57%). 

The floating system costs accounted for 45.6% of the total CAPEX cost, resulting in 

an almost double CAPEX. Lack of extensive literature on the matter means this was one of 

the possible shortcomings of this study, especially considering the CAPEX has the most 

effect as on year zero the denominator term is raised to zero and is not diminished like future 

years. The project from which the cost was based on was a 1MWp FPV project, and the price 

were scaled in a linear fashion.  

A more likely possibility is that this cost breakdown most probably consisted of a fixed 

and variable (per MWp) cost. For example, the $799,701 could most likely have been a fixed 

$500,000 cost and a further $300,000 per MWp added, however a lack of details meant the 

former method had to be used. 

For a comparison however, if a 15% discount is added to only the floating system cost 

(Subtotal 2 in Table 5), we get a CAPEX of $ 16,328,798.50, which turns the NPV of the 

project positive as seen in Table 14 Hypothetical NPV calculation based on 15% reduction 

of Floating System Cost. 
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Table 13 Theoretical CAPEX with 15% discount on floating system cost 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Item Unit Cost ($/W) Project Capacity (W) Subtotal 

Module  $                     0.26                      10,474,000   $            2,723,240.00  

Inverter  $                     0.05                      10,474,000   $               523,700.00  

Structural BOS  $                     0.05                      10,474,000   $               523,700.00  

Electrical BOS  $                     0.11                      10,474,000   $            1,152,140.00  

Installation Labour and 
Equipment  $                     0.12                      10,474,000   $            1,256,880.00  

EPC Overhead  $                     0.07                      10,474,000   $               733,180.00  

Tax  $                     0.04                      10,474,000   $               418,960.00  

Developer Overhead  $                     0.07                      10,474,000   $               733,180.00  

Contingency  $                     0.03                      10,474,000   $               314,220.00  

EPC/Developer Profit  $                     0.08                      10,474,000   $               837,920.00  

Land Acquisition and 
Transmission line  $                     0.03                      10,474,000   $               314,220.00  

  

  

Subtotal 1  $            9,531,340.00  

  

Unit Cost ($/MW) Project Capacity (MW)   

Floating anchor and mooring 
system  $         799,701.00*15% 10   $            6,797,458.50  

  

Subtotal 2  $            6,797,458.50  

Total  $ 16,328,798.50  
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 Discount Rate 6.00%   

Year Total Revenue ($) Total Cost ($)  Net profit ($)  
 Cumulative Profit 

($)   NPV ($)  

0                            -        16,328,798.50  
    
(16,328,798.50)     (16,328,798.50) 

    
(16,328,798.50) 

1         1,008,021.68           272,324.00             735,697.68      (15,593,100.82)            694,054.42  

2         1,046,215.54           272,324.00             773,891.54      (14,819,209.28)            688,760.72  

3         1,086,534.64           272,324.00             814,210.64      (14,004,998.64)            683,626.95  

4         1,129,104.90           272,324.00             856,780.90      (13,148,217.74)            678,650.72  

5         1,174,098.37           272,324.00             901,774.37      (12,246,443.37)            673,858.27  

6         1,221,518.46           272,324.00             949,194.46      (11,297,248.91)            669,144.64  

7         1,271,667.30           272,324.00             999,343.30      (10,297,905.61)            664,620.37  

8         1,324,908.60           272,324.00          1,052,584.60        (9,245,321.01)            660,404.60  

9         1,381,672.73           272,324.00          1,109,348.73        (8,135,972.28)            656,621.81  

10         1,442,226.83           272,324.00          1,169,902.83        (6,966,069.44)            653,267.63  

11         1,507,138.11           272,324.00          1,234,814.11        (5,731,255.33)            650,484.67  

12         1,576,772.49           272,324.00          1,304,448.49        (4,426,806.84)            648,270.94  

13         1,651,316.43           272,324.00          1,378,992.43        (3,047,814.40)            646,525.46  

14         1,731,139.33           272,324.00          1,458,815.33        (1,588,999.07)            645,235.43  

15         1,816,552.92           272,324.00          1,544,228.92             (44,770.14)            644,352.78  

16         1,908,198.76           272,324.00          1,635,874.76          1,591,104.61             643,956.02  

17         2,006,455.36           272,324.00          1,734,131.36          3,325,235.97             643,994.68  

18         2,111,594.26           272,324.00          1,839,270.26          5,164,506.22             644,376.91  

19         2,224,046.73           272,324.00          1,951,722.73          7,116,228.95             645,069.75  

20         2,344,230.69           272,324.00          2,071,906.69          9,188,135.65             646,030.30  

21         2,472,310.22           272,324.00          2,199,986.22        11,388,121.86             647,137.83  

22         2,608,951.12           272,324.00          2,336,627.12        13,724,748.98             648,425.94  

23         2,755,218.77           272,324.00          2,482,894.77        16,207,643.75             650,015.05  

24         2,911,907.09           272,324.00          2,639,583.09        18,847,226.84             651,920.40  

25         3,079,974.36           272,324.00          2,807,650.36        21,654,877.19             654,178.69  

Total 
($)       44,791,775.69      23,136,898.50       21,654,877.19              104,186.48  

Table 14 Hypothetical NPV calculation based on 15% reduction of Floating System 

Cost. 

The OPEX was also based on a single study, since actual FPV O&M costs were 

lacking. This cost has less of an impact as the CAPEX even though it occurs annually. 

 The annual rate of increase for water prices for the years 2015 to 2019 was higher 

than the annual increase in the rate of inflation over the same period which was an average 

of 2% [56]. This can be attributed to the water scarcity, as well as the high population density 

and water intensive sectors like agriculture. The rate of water price increase was kept 

constant at 7.69%, however after a certain price the rate would be expected to plateau and 

water revenue would be slightly lower than calculated. At the same time the evaporation 

losses for ever year are considered the same as year 1, while climate change and increased 

ambient temperature could mean higher evaporation savings and higher revenue. The rate 

of increase in electricity prices was 1.87% which was following the inflation rate more 

strictly. 
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This initial calculated electricity rate (33$/MWh) is also much lower than the average 

electricity tariff for any of the given years, which can be a result of the peak power producing 

hours not coinciding with the peak demand hours of that particular node. Figure 5.1.1 and 

Figure 5.1.2 show the power production during the longest and shortest days of the year. 

Here the power peaks much earlier than the highest LMP. This characteristic might be true 

for this specific node, so connection to a different node might be more feasible even 

considering extra cabling and losses, if there can be substantial revenue benefit and better 

LMP conditions. 

 

  

Figure 5.1.1 Summer Solstice power production (MWh) vs Locational Marginal 

Price ($/MWh) 

 

 

Figure 5.1.2 Winter Solstice power production (MWh) vs Locational Marginal Price 

($/MWh) 
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The NPV calculated shows high sensitivity to the discount rate, and medium 

sensitivity to both water and electricity rates (which both show almost identical variance). 

This could mean having a Power Purchase Agreement in place with a fixed rate, and a similar 

agreement with water rates could avoid any fluctuations with price and uncertainty of return 

on investment. 

 Although the project has a net profit of 20 million over 25 years, using the NPV we 

can see that the present discounted value of the project falls short of breaking even at a 

negative $1,095,365.02. 
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Chapter 6 

6Conclusion and Recommendations 

Going back to the objectives of this paper, the potential on hydropower on unused area 

on top was studied. The paper found a valid revenue stream from the saved water, accounting 

for around half of the revenue stream. Much of this relied on a steady increment of the water 

billing rates however, and future study could model these prices and their projections.  

The evaporation model was successful and can be utilized to analyze future sites 

easily, and can even be used to compare two sites, similar to the processes used during the 

validation of comparing two sets of data. This can enhance an investor’s ability to look 

beyond electricity sales as a sole revenue stream in traditional PV projects. Future work on 

the model can include ways of analyzing more accurate evaporation rates related to shading 

and solar irradiance tracking. At present, our model assumes 100% coverage over the FPV 

plant. In reality, depending on the time of day and pitch and tilt angles, irradiance can reach 

the water surface through gaps and spacing between panels. For a pre-feasibility study 

however, this model would be acceptable. 

The solar model coincidentally allowed us to create a benchmark for the floating 

project, being almost exactly a 10MWp project, even though the main constraint was the 

100,000m2 area. Future studies can use these as ratios as a basis of estimation. A possible 

future study can be focused on pitch to tilt optimization, as well as a detailed design of the 

floating anchoring and mooring system. The unavailability losses also saw a greater impact 

in the summer months than in the winter. In the future, scheduled maintenance could be 

planned for winter months to optimize production. The site selection section showed areas 

that benefitted from an abundance of irradiation (Figure 1.6.6). These included parts of 

South America, Africa, the Middle East, Australia, and parts of Asia. These regions could 

all benefit from FPV especially landlocked regions in central Africa and Australia that can 

be susceptible to drought.  

The financial model found a resulting negative NPV indicating an unfeasible project, 

however many of the costs associated with floating solar are still mostly under documented 

and show high variability. Taking the CAPEX for example, our overall average cost was 

1.67 $/Wp ($17,528,350/10,474,000Wp), where study by the world bank found typical FPV 

projects ranged between 0.8-1.2 $/Wp [34]. If this project were to use this estimate, the 

project benefits and profitability would increase substantially.  

The sensitivity study showed how important the water prices and electricity prices 

effect the overall NPV. Moreso was the effect of reduction in the floating system cost. A 

15% discount on the cost of the floating system resulted in a positive NPV ($104,186.48). 

This discount can be justified due to increased competition in floating device manufacturers 

leading to lower prices, as well as a possible overlap in costs of components, since the land-

based study does consist of costs related to framing, structural BOS, accessories, and labor). 

Since FPV is such a new phenomenon, it would be beneficial if an entire study could 

be focused on estimating an accurate CAPEX and OPEX for FPV projects. A future study 

can account for the tax credit and concessions for sustainable/renewable projects. It is for 

this reason it is recommended future studies should revisit the pricing techniques once more 
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documented studies on the subject have been published. 

The social acceptance aspect should also be studied, since currently the San Vicente 

Reservoir, like many other reservoirs, are used for recreational purposes. In San Diego 

specifically, based on their current drought risk, water scarcity and water import structure, 

it is clear based on water saving potential alone this project can benefit the community and 

provide added resilience to the water supply system.   
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7Appendix 

7.1 Evaporation Code 
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7.2 Evaporation Validation Code 
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7.3 Solar Validation Code 
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7.4 PVSyst Report 
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7.5 Single Line Diagram 
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